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ABSTRACT 

 

 

This study uses two-country gravity models to examine whether terrorists export terrorism from 

non-democratic countries to democratic countries and whether the ease of using the internet to publicize a 

terrorist event in a country motivates this export.  When the characteristics of both the host country and 

the origin country are included in a PROBIT model predicting the probability that at least one terrorist 

attack will occur between the two countries in a given year, the democracy level of the host country 

increases the probability, at a decreasing rate, that an attack will result while the democracy level of the 

origin country exerted no effect.  Additionally, the specific scenario of export from a non-democratic 

origin to a democratic host exerted no effect beyond the independent effect of the democracy level in each 

individual country—country pairs involving a non-democratic origin country and a democratic host were 

no more likely to participate in a terrorist attack than any other pairing of countries.  The specific scenario 

of a non-democratic target country and a democratic host country, however, did increase the likelihood 

that the two countries would participate in a terrorist attack, suggesting that terrorists attempt to 

circumvent the logistical hurdles of waging a terrorist attack in a non-democratic country by targeting 

citizens of that country in a democratic host country.  Additionally, when the target country and the host 

country differed, the number of internet users in the target country increased the probability that the two 

countries would experience a terrorist attack.  The number of internet users in the origin country, 

however, did not influence the likelihood of attack when the host and the origin country differed.  This 

dichotomy suggests either that terrorists’ true audience is the populace of the target country, rather than 

the populace of the origin country, or that terrorists use modes of communication other than the internet to 

publicize their attacks within the populace of their own country. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 Many scholars have characterized terrorism as political communication.  (Schmid and DeGraaf 

1982.)  The hope to generate publicity through the terrorist act is often what distinguishes terrorism from 

ordinary criminal acts and insurgent warfare.  Furthermore, the expansion of media access and the 

democratization of the global media, which has expanded communication to the furthest corners of the 

globe, has provided terrorists with new mechanisms for communicating with their target audiences that 

were unknown twenty years ago.  (Hoffman 2006; Weimann 2006.)  

 These changes in the media landscape could contribute to the well-documented relationship 

between terrorism and democracy.  Several aspects of democracy make it an attractive target for terrorist 

attacks.  (See, e.g., Li 2005; Weinberg and Eubank 2001; Schmid 1992.)  Freedom of the press and open 

access to news and information has been one of these characteristics.  This openness provides publicity-

seeking terrorists a more fertile environment for publicizing their attacks than the censorship often 

exercised by autocratic regimes.  Additionally, civil liberties and constraints on government action ease 

the logistical challenges of waging attacks in democracies.  Consequently, most empirical studies have 

found a net positive relationship between the level of democracy in a country and the number of terrorist 

attacks it experiences.  (See, e.g., Li 2005; Eyerman 1998.) 

The rise of the internet, however, has removed the barriers to publicizing attacks within autocratic 

nations that have high levels of internet users.  Terrorists can use the internet to circumvent government 

censorship in autocratic countries, equalizing the ability of the terrorist to publicize terrorist events among 

both audiences residing under autocratic regimes and democratic regimes.  Nevertheless, the logistical 

obstacles to terrorism in autocratic regimes remain.  Consequently, terrorists can publicize terrorist 

attacks within an audience residing under an autocratic regime but cannot directly carry out an attack 

within that country’s borders.
1
 

                                                
1 Weimann (2006) notes that terrorist organizations very rarely post information about or directly reference their 

attacks on their websites.  Generally, terrorists post information about their grievances, perceived wrongs committed 

against them, and political agenda on their websites.  While terrorists do not directly use the internet to publicize 

their attacks, terrorists can nevertheless indirectly “use” the internet to publicize their attacks through the 
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Essentially, this situation creates incentives for terrorists wishing to target audiences within 

autocratic regimes to export terrorism to democratic countries, taking advantage of the logistical 

advantages of waging the attack on democratic soil, and relying upon global media and the internet to 

publicize the attack within the target audience in the autocratic regime.  Because the internet permits 

publicizing attacks throughout the world, terrorists possess a greater incentive to export terrorist acts to 

countries with logistical advantages.  

 While several studies have examined the independent effects of democratic governance on a 

country’s participation in a terrorist attack as a host country, origin country, or target country, no study 

has examined the interplay between the level of democracy in the different nations involved in the attack 

to determine whether the export of terrorism results from the independent effects of democracy in each 

country or whether something about the combination of democracy levels in the countries involved in the 

attack exerts an additional effect, the effect of export.  Additionally, no study has explored the interplay 

between the rise of global media and the ability to publicize terrorist attacks in autocratic nations.  This 

study fills that void in the empirical research by attempting to quantify the effect of the export of 

terrorism and the effect of the internet in driving this export.  To answer these questions, this study 

departs from many of the other studies of terrorism and employs a gravity model that includes 

characteristics of both countries involved in the terrorist attack.  

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Most of the empirical research regarding terrorism adopts the rational choice theory to evaluate 

terrorist decision-making regarding terrorist attacks.  Rational choice theory argues that terrorists are 

rational actors that engage in strategic decision-making when choosing to wage a terrorist attack and will 

make choices that maximize their objectives and utility.   

 

                                                                                                                                                       
transmission over the internet of information about the attack by third parties such as news organizations and the 
media.  When this paper refers to terrorists’ “use” of the internet to publicize their attacks, it refers to this indirect use 
resulting from the publicity that third parties generate. 
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2.1 RATIONAL CHOICE THEORY OF TERRORISM 

Rational choice theory gives rise to two competing theories describing the relationship between 

democracy and terrorism.  First, under the political access school democracy negatively impacts terrorism 

because the openness of society and opportunities to participate in the democratic process offer outlets for 

minority grievances that diminish the need to resort to acts of terrorism to achieve political goals.  In 

contrast, the strategic school argues that democracy exerts a positive effect on terrorism. Terrorists 

substitute away from autocracies, where the costs of engaging in terrorism are high, to commit attacks in 

democracies, where the openness of society decreases the cost of terrorism.   

 

2.1.1 The Political Access School 

 According to the “political access school,” autocracy breeds terrorism because “the democratic 

rules of the game provide a framework for the non-violent resolution of political conflicts.”  (Eubank and 

Weinberg 2001; Eyerman 1998.)  As Li (2005) explains, free elections provide disaffected citizens the 

opportunity to effect political change without resorting to violence.  (Schmid 1992.)  Additionally, 

democratic openness offers several channels other than violence for political dissidents to air their 

grievances.  (Li 2005.)  Freedoms of the press and speech allow dissident organizations to publicize their 

causes without resort to violence, and impartial courts protect the rights of minorities against the “tyranny 

of the majority.”  (Schmid 1992.) 

The absence of these freedoms and inability to participate in political decision-making leaves 

violence as the only means of political expression and communication in autocratic regimes.  Crenshaw 

(1981) describes the inability to participate in the political process as a direct cause of terrorism.  When 

this inability to participate in the political process affects a group of elites within the society, resort to 

terrorism is more likely.  Ibid.  Additionally, extremely harsh governmental crackdowns on more passive 

forms of political expression, such as protests, can often ignite a cycle of violence as terrorists retaliate 

against the government brutality.  Ibid.; (Enders and Sandler 2006, p. 28.)  In autocracies, dissenters and 

minority groups cannot effect change or express their views peacefully and must resort to violence. 
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The political access school suggests that the opportunity to participate in governmental decision-

making through the political freedoms democracies provide enhances the return on devoting resources to 

legal means of political participation such as protesting, organizing, and voting.  In contrast, these legal 

activities (to the extent that individuals may engage in them) rarely influence governmental decision-

making in autocracies.  Consequently, individuals will substitute away from less cost effective forms of 

legal political participation and engage in violent acts of terrorism to influence political decision-making. 

 

2.1.2 The Strategic School 

 While the civil liberties that citizens in democracies enjoy may lessen the impact of endogenous 

terrorist violence as the political access school suggests, the openness of democratic regimes also makes 

them an attractive target for terrorist violence.   The “strategic school” argues that the openness of 

democratic societies lowers the cost of engaging in terrorist acts relative to autocracies and causes 

terrorists to substitute away from violence directed at dictatorial regimes.  (Enders and Sandler 2006, p. 

24-25; Eyerman 1998.)  The characteristics of liberal democracies that ease the burden of terrorists 

include: freedom of movement, freedom of association, and freedom of speech.  (Enders and Sandler 

2006, p. 24-25.)  Furthermore, civil liberties make the successful detention and prosecution of terrorists 

more difficult because of individual protections against the intrusion of state investigative authority and 

the burdens of proof required for conviction of individuals in civilian courts.  (Eyerman 1998; Schmid 

1992.)  Ultimately, these characteristics of democratic countries lower the costs of engaging in terrorist 

violence relative to legal participation.  Terrorists, as rational actors, will substitute away from legitimate 

political action and engage in more terrorist violence under these circumstances. 

 In addition to lowering costs of political violence, liberal democracies also enhance the benefits 

terrorists receive from engaging in violence.  In committing acts of violence, most terrorist groups hope to 

generate publicity that will induce public pressure for the government to accede to the terrorists’ 

demands.  (Enders and Sandler 2006, p. 27; Crenshaw 1981.)  The higher level of press freedom in 

democracies enhances the potential benefits of a terrorist attack.  Because autocracies possess greater 
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control over the media within their country and are less responsive to public pressure, autocratic regimes 

can suppress publicity of terrorist acts, diminishing the ability of the terrorist to communicate with the 

target audience through acts of terrorism.  Openness and press freedom, in contrast, ensure that terrorist 

acts committed in democratic countries receive the publicity and media attention necessary to reach the 

target audience.  This increased benefit of engaging in terrorism against democratic countries will also 

induce a rational actor to substitute away from lawful political participation toward terrorism. 

 

2.2 EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE DESCRIBING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEMOCRACY AND 

TERRORISM 

 

 Most empirical evidence describing the relationship between democracy and terrorism has 

focused solely on the level of democracy in the location of the terrorist attack, looking at the attributes of 

the country in which the terrorist act occurred (the “host country”).  This approach, however, fails to 

distinguish between terrorist acts intentionally directed at the host country and terrorist attacks occurring 

in the host but directed at another country (the “target country”).  (Enders and Sandler 2006.)  More 

recently, several papers have examined this question by comparing the characteristics of the host country 

with the characteristics of countries generating terrorists (the “origin country”).  Ultimately, empirical 

studies have found evidence supporting both the political access school and the strategic school.  

Essentially, different attributes of democratic countries exert different effects on terrorism.  The attributes 

of democracy associated with the political access school tend to decrease terrorism while the attributes 

associated with the strategic school tend to increase terrorism.  The empirical literature as a whole, 

however, suggests that on balance, the positive effects of the strategic school outweigh the negative 

effects of the political access school.  Overall, democracies tend to experience more terrorism than non-

democratic regimes. 
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2.2.1 Empirical Descriptions of the Host Country 

Weinberg and Eubank (1994) offered the first empirical support suggesting that democratic 

regimes experience higher levels of terrorism than autocracies.  To test this hypothesis, they grouped 156 

countries into four categories: 1) democracies with terrorist groups present; 2) non-democracies with 

terrorist groups present; 3) democracies without terrorist groups; and 4) non-democracies without terrorist 

groups.  From these groups, they calculated a statistically significant odds ratio, concluding that terrorist 

organizations were 3.5 times more likely to be located within democracies than non-democracies. 

Sandler (1995) described a number of methodological problems with the Weinberg and Eubank 

analysis.  First, Weinberg and Eubank’s use of operation of a terrorist organization within a country did 

not accurately reflect terrorist activity because it failed to recognize “spillover” terrorism—terrorist 

attacks in one country carried out by an organization based in another country.  Rather than using the 

country as the level of analysis, Sandler suggested using the number of terrorist events within a country as 

a better measure of terrorist activity within each nation.   

Weinberg and Eubank (1998) took the suggestion and used data from the RAND-St. Andrews 

1994 and 1995 chronology of terrorism.  In this analysis, the authors developed an expected level of 

terrorism assuming no meaningful differences between democracies and non-democracies.  Using a Chi-

square test to compare the expected levels of terrorism with the observed levels of terrorism, Weinberg 

and Eubank again found greater levels of terrorism in the democratic countries.  In a second analysis, the 

authors created two additional categories.  In addition to the democracy and non-democracy categories, 

the authors created variables for countries “transitioning to democracy” and “transitioning away from 

democracy.”  Under this second analysis, democracies remained significantly more prone to terrorism.  

Weinberg and Eubank, however, did find an independent positive effect for transitioning regimes: 

whether transitioning away from democracy or toward democracy, regimes in transition experienced 

more terrorism than stable regimes. 

Weinberg and Eubank (2001) repeated the 1994 analysis using a broader range of data from the 

1980s.  Using the ITERATE dataset for terrorist events and Robert Wesson’s classification of regimes as 
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democratic, the authors repeated the Chi-square tests for all transnational terrorist incidents between 

1980-87.  Like their previous studies, the authors concluded that stable, democratic regimes experienced 

the highest levels of terrorism.  In this study, however, the authors also compared the nationality of 

terrorists to the location of the terror attack.  Weinberg and Eubank concluded that citizens of stable 

democracies were more likely to perpetrate terrorist attacks on the soil of stable democracies against 

victims who were also citizens of stable democracies.  The authors conclude that “some things about the 

internal dynamics of democracies” make “terror tactics attractive to their own citizens.” 

This most recent analysis of Weinberg and Eubank (2001) possesses several pitfalls.  First, the 

authors conduct only a Chi-square test.  They do not control for many other variables that could account 

for the increased levels of terrorism against democracies.  Second, the dataset Weinberg and Eubank used 

was drawn entirely from the 1980s.  As the 1994-95 analysis indicates, (Weinberg and Eubank 1998), a 

broader time frame including the 1990s and 2000s might not yield a different conclusion regarding the 

number of attacks on democratic soil, but may yield different conclusions regarding the result that citizens 

of stable democracies are more likely to perpetrate terrorist attacks against other citizens of stable 

democracies.   

Unlike the studies of Weinberg and Eubank, Eyerman (1998) employed negative binomial 

regressions to test hypotheses arising out of the political access and strategic schools.  Consistent with the 

political access school, Eyerman established that democracies experienced fewer terrorist attacks after 

controlling for real GDP, the population of the country, and ability to prosecute terrorist incidents.
2
  

(Eyerman 1998.)  New democracies, however, experienced more terrorist attacks—a finding inconsistent 

with the political access school.  Ibid.  Consequently, democracy exerted an inverted U-shaped effect on 

terrorism: autocracies experience a moderate level of terrorism with an increase in terrorist acts as the 

country shifts toward democracy.  As the democracy becomes more established, the level of terrorism 

                                                
2 Eyerman (1998) used the ability to collect taxes as a proxy variable for the ability of a state to prosecute terrorist 

incidents, reasoning that “[i]f a state successfully extracts revenue without a reduction of civil liberties it should be 

able to identify and punish terrorists more successfully than a state that fails in its tax efforts.”  He measured the 

ability of a state to collect tax revenue as a proportion of the actual revenue collected compared to the maximum 

revenue the state was entitled to collect.  
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begins to subside, dropping below the level of terrorism in non-democratic regimes.  To explain this 

pattern, Eyerman suggested that after a nation has transitioned from an autocracy to a new democracy, the 

government no longer possesses the centralized power to suppress, detect, and punish terrorists, but the 

populace—accustomed to the absence of political freedom in the autocracy—lacks the appreciation that 

legal, non-violent means of political participation are available.  (Eyerman 1998.)  As the democracy 

matures, the availability of these options becomes more apparent and, consistent with the political access 

school, terrorism drops.   

Li (2005) examined the effect of democracy on terrorism in detail.
3
  Rather than examining the 

effects of democracy in general, Li studied two specific attributes of democracy: the ability to participate 

in the electoral process and constraints on executive action.  Essentially, political participation represents 

the attribute of democratic regimes that drives the conclusions of the political access school: because 

citizens of democracy possess more meaningful opportunities to participate in governmental decision-

making, they have fewer incentives to resort to illegal violence.  In contrast, constraints on executive 

action represent the codification of civil liberties and protections against governmental intrusion that most 

democracies enjoy.  This characteristic of democratic regimes lies at the heart of the strategic school. 

Li tested three hypotheses.  First, Li hypothesized that greater democratic participation would 

reduce the number of transnational terrorist incidents in a country.  This hypothesis recognizes the 

assertions of the political access school that the opportunity to air grievances peacefully and impact the 

policy-making process diminishes the need to resort to political violence.  Second, Li hypothesized that 

democratic countries with proportional representation systems will experience less terrorism than 

majoritarian/plurality or mixed systems.  Finally, consistent with the strategic school, Li hypothesized 

                                                
3
 In a prior study examining the effect of globalization on terrorism, Li and Schaub (2004) included democracy as a 

variable in a controlled regression.  They drew the dependent variable of terrorist events from the ITERATE 

database and used the democracy score from the POLITY IV database.  The sample included 112 countries and all 

terrorist incidents in the ITERATE database between 1975 and 1997.  (The POLITY IV database limited the time 
frame to 1997.  This dataset currently provides yearly data on the level of democracy in a country through 2008.)  

Although Li and Schaub were primarily concerned with the effects of globalization, they noted that the democracy 

variable was statistically significant and positive: As the democracy score increased by one point, indicating a more 

democratic regime, the number of terrorist incidents increased by 4.4%.   
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that countries with more “institutional constraints” on the government would experience more 

transnational terrorist attacks.  Institutional constraints describe constraints on a government’s decision-

making process and on the actions the government may take.  For example, effectively fighting terrorism 

may require the government to infringe civil liberties.  A system with many constraints—such as checks 

and balances, judicial review, regular elections, etc.—would make it more difficult for the government to 

implement anti-terror policies. 

 Li concluded that the effect of democratic participation was significant and negative, supporting 

the political access school: as more individuals participated in elections, the number of terrorist incidents 

decreased.
4
  Also consistent with the political access school, the effect of democratic regime type also 

remained consistent with Li’s hypothesis—proportional democratic systems experienced less terrorism 

than majoritarian systems, indicating that governments offering more opportunity for dissenting voices 

(as proportional systems do) decrease terrorism.  Supporting the strategic school, the effect of government 

constraints was significant and positive, indicating that the more constraints on governmental action, the 

more terrorist incidents that country experienced.   

 Additionally, Li also examined the effect of press freedom in a country on the number of terrorist 

attacks it experienced.  When Li regressed terrorist incidents per country per year against only a measure 

of press freedom and the control variables, press freedom was significant and positive, indicating that 

increased levels of press freedom led to more terrorist attacks.  When the press freedom variable was 

included along with the democratic participation, government constraint, and proportional variables, the 

press freedom variable became insignificant while the other variables retained their significance.  Li 

concluded that the significance of government constraint subsumed the effect of press freedom. 

 While the analysis of Li (2005) improves substantially over the rudimentary analysis of Weinberg 

and Eubank (2001), it does not include any variables describing the characteristics of the terrorists 

themselves, making it impossible to assess the impact of “spillover” terrorism.  Including variables about 

                                                
4 Similarly, Wade and Reiter (2007) also found that status as a democracy has a slightly positive effect on the 

number of suicide terrorist attacks. 
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the terrorist’s nationality and country of origin (such as level of democracy, level of press freedom, etc.) 

could offer information about the volume of terrorism “exported” from autocracies to democracies.   

 A few papers have suggested other explanations for the higher incidence of terrorist attacks 

against democracies.  Drakos and Gofas (2006a) suggest that the statistical relationship may result from 

underreporting bias.  (Drakos 2007; Drakos and Gofas 2006b.)  Most terrorism datasets rely upon media 

coverage to compile information about each terrorist incident.  Because autocracies possess more control 

over media within the state, they can more effectively censor and suppress coverage and publicity of 

terrorist incidents.  Because terrorist incidents in autocracies receive less press coverage, terrorism 

databases such as ITERATE under-represent incidents in autocracies.   

 Using a negative binomial regression, Drakos and Gofas attempted to describe the average 

terrorist attack venue.  Consistent with the findings of Eyerman (1998), Drakos and Gofas found that the 

effect of democracy on terrorism possesses an inverted U-shape.  (Drakos and Gofas 2006a.)
5
 

 A zero-inflated negative binomial model, however, suggested that the effect of democracy 

resulted from underreporting bias in autocracies.  In the zero-always equation, the effect of democracy 

remained negative and highly significant, suggesting that non-democracies were much more likely to 

experience zero terrorist attacks in a year.  (Drakos and Gofas 2006a.)  In the zero-inflated model, 

however, the effect of democracy became insignificant, suggesting that, conditional on experiencing at 

least one terrorist attack in a year, a country’s level of democracy does not influence the number of 

terrorist attacks occurring on its soil.  Ibid.  This insignificance suggests that autocracies are over-

represented in the zero-always equation and are more likely to experience zero terrorist attacks in a year 

than democracies.  

 Savun and Phillips (2009) attribute the higher levels of terrorist incidents against democracies not 

to any characteristic inherent in democracies themselves such as civil liberties or political access but to 

the foreign policies that democracies are more likely to adopt.  The researchers first examine the 

                                                
5 The authors also found a statistically significant effect resulting from the number of incidents in the previous two 

years, whether the country was involved in an international dispute, the population density, and the level of trade 

openness. 
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relationship between the number of domestic terrorist incidents in a country and its level of democracy, 

concluding that democracy bears no relationship to the number of domestic terrorist incidents.  Because 

the rationale underlying the effect of democracy on transnational terrorist incidents also predicts an 

increase in domestic terrorist incidents, the authors consider whether another explanation might account 

for the positive effect of democracy in transnational attacks.  

The authors hypothesize that the foreign policies of democracies instigate terrorist attacks against 

the countries.  Because democracies have the most to gain from promoting democracy across the world, 

they are most likely to engage in interventionist foreign policies that anger individuals, make enemies, 

and promote terrorism.  To test this hypothesis, the authors include three foreign policy measures, along 

with democracy variables, in their models.  One measure describes the number of international crises in 

which a state has been involved over the previous three years.  A second measure indicates whether the 

country possesses an alliance with the United States, a country the authors argue has the most visible 

foreign policy in the world.  Finally, the authors include a measure of the number of times a state has 

intervened in the civil war of another state in a given year. 

Savun and Phillips first estimate a baseline model, regressing the number of transnational terrorist 

attacks within a country each year against various measures of democracy.  The results of these baseline 

regressions are consistent with the previous literature: democracy possesses a positive relationship with 

the number of terrorist events within each country.  When the authors include the three measures of 

foreign policy activity, however, the democracy variables no longer significantly affect the number of 

terrorist incidents in the country.  Importantly, the authors assume that the host country was also the 

intended target country, ignoring the possibility that terrorists may target citizens of one country by 

waging an attack in a different host country. Ultimately, Savun and Phillips (2009) conclude that 

displeasure with the foreign policies of democracies drives the high rates of terrorism democracies 

experience, not inherent characteristics of democracy itself.  
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2.2.2 Comparisons of Host and Origin Countries 

 Relatively few studies have attempted to compare the characteristics of host countries, origin 

countries, and target countries.  Krueger and Laitin (2008) compare descriptive statistics on individuals 

who participate in terrorist attacks both as terrorists and targets.  They assigned country-level 

characteristics to the terrorists and targets, based on nationality, and compared those characteristics to the 

average person in the world population.  Terrorists tend to originate in low-income countries with weak 

centralized governments and political instability.  In contrast, individuals targeted by terrorism are from 

wealthier, more stable and more democratic countries than the average person.  (Krueger and Laitin 

2008.)   

 Krueger and Laitin (2008) also calculated the average number of terrorist incidents per person in 

each country exhibiting characteristics of interest.
6
  Per capita GDP is unrelated to the number of 

terrorists originating from the country but is highly descriptive of terrorist targets: terrorists tend to target 

wealthier countries.  Civil liberties negatively impact a country’s ability to produce terrorists but do not 

uniformly affect a country’s likelihood of being the target of a terrorist attack.
7
  A country’s level of 

political liberty provided the starkest contrast between origin countries and targets: the number of 

terrorists originating from a country increased as the political liberties dropped.  As political liberties 

increased, countries experience more terrorist attacks as targets.  Ibid. 

 Finally, Krueger and Laitin (2008) employ some simple negative binomial regression models to 

examine the effect of a few variables on the number of terrorist attacks a country participates in (either as 

a host, origin, or target).  First, population uniformly increased the number of terrorist incidents.  Larger 

countries experienced more attacks, produced more terrorists, and were the targets of attacks more 

frequently than smaller countries.  Second, increases in GDP per capita make countries more attractive 

targets of terrorism.  Although not significant, GDP per capita possessed a negative relationship to the 

number of terrorist incidents a country was involved in as an origin country or a host country.  Finally, 

                                                
6 The authors use a chi-square test to determine the statistical significance of each characteristic’s relationship to 

terrorism.  (Krueger and Laitin 2008.) 
7 Countries with mid-level civil liberties experienced the most terrorist attacks.  Ibid. 
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lower levels of civil liberties increased a country’s participation in terrorist attacks as an origin country or 

host country.
8
 

 Kurrild-Klitgaard et. al. (2006) performed a more sophisticated analysis of the relationship 

between terrorist and origin countries than the simple descriptive comparisons and regressions of Krueger 

and Laitin.  Kurrild-Klitgaard et. al. used LOGIT models with a more comprehensive list of controls to 

characterize the probability that a country will experience or serve as the origin for at least one terrorist 

attack in a given year. 

 Like Eyerman (1998), Kurrild-Klitgaard et. al. (2006) determined that democracy possesses a 

non-linear inverse U-shaped relationship to the likelihood that a country will serve as a host country.  

Additionally, both civil liberties and trade openness decreased the likelihood that a country would 

experience a terrorist attack.  Finally, ethnic fractionalization tended to decrease a country’s exposure to 

terrorism but lingual fractionalization increased the likelihood that a country would experience a terrorist 

attack. 

 The analysis of the likelihood that a terrorist will originate from a country produced fewer 

significant variables.  (Kurrild-Klitgaard et. al. 2006.)  Only democracy and trade openness bore 

consistent significant relationships to the likelihood that a terrorist will originate from a country.  Both 

variables negatively impacted origination of terrorists: the more democratic and more trade-oriented the 

economy, the less likely terrorists will originate from that country. 

 Blomberg and Hess (2008) have produced the most thorough and interesting analysis comparing 

the relationship between terrorist origin and the target/host country of the attack.  Unlike previous 

analyses, which estimated distinct models containing information for only one country involved in the 

terrorist incident, Blomberg and Hess use “gravity models” to include characteristics of both the origin 

country and the host country in a single regression.  The gravity model consists of a dependant variable 

consisting of the number of terrorist attacks between a pair of two countries per year.  The regression 

                                                
8 Low levels of civil liberties had a small, insignificant positive effect on the number of attacks in which a country 

participated as a target.  (Krueger and Laitin 2008.) 
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equation included several variables describing each of the two countries in the pair: real GDP, GDP per 

capita, religious fractionalization, democratization index, and a globalization index.  Additionally, the 

model included the distance between the two countries, the product of the areas of the two countries, and 

a dummy variable for whether the two countries shared a common language.   

 Ultimately, Blomberg and Hess conclude that higher levels of democracy increase the number of 

attacks that a country experiences but decrease the number of terrorists originating from that country.  

Similarly, trade openness and globalization decrease countries’ participation in terrorism as origin 

countries but increases terrorist incidents in host countries.   

 

3 CONCEPTUAL MODEL 

 The empirical studies comparing the characteristics of host/target countries and origin countries 

suggest some level of “export” of terrorism from autocracies to democracies:  Krueger and Laitin (2008) 

determined that terrorists originated from poor, low income countries characterized by political instability 

and attacked wealthier, more democratic nations.  Similarly, the findings of Blomberg and Hess (2008) 

also support export of terrorism from autocratic regimes to democracies: democracy possessed a negative 

relationship with the number of terrorists originating from origin countries but a positive relationship with 

the number of attacks occurring in host countries.  Kurrild-Klitgaard et. al. (2006) also determined that 

terrorists originate from less democratic nations.  The effect of democracy on the number of attacks host 

countries experience, however, peaked for weak democracies but decreased as the democracy became 

stronger.
9
  The finding of these studies that terrorists are more likely to originate from non-democracies 

but most likely to wage an attack in a democracy suggests that non-democracies export terrorism to 

democratic host countries and targets, lending support to the strategic school.
10

 

                                                
9 Neither Krueger and Laitin (2008) nor Blomberg and Hess (2008) included the square of democracy in their 

models, precluding the possibility that those models produce the non-linear relationship between democracy and 
terrorist incidents that Kurrild-Klitgaard et. al. (2006) and Eyerman (1998) find. 
10 Importantly, this empirical support for the strategic school does not automatically mean that the political access 

school has no effect.  As Li (2005) demonstrates, different aspects of democracies exert different effects on the 

incidence of terrorism within its borders: consistent with the political access school, electoral participation decreases 

the number of terrorist attacks; constraints on executive action, however, increase the incidence of terrorist attacks, 
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 None of the three studies above, however, attempts to quantify the effect of export of terrorism 

from a non-democratic origin to a democratic host or to identify the particular characteristics of 

democracies that drive this export.  Li (2005) suggests that constraints on executive action hinder the 

ability of the state to respond to terrorism and take the actions necessary to protect against terrorist 

attacks.  In contrast, Savun and Phillips (2009) identify the activist foreign policies of democratic nations 

as the primary motivation for targeting democratic regimes with terrorist attacks.  Neither Li nor Savun 

and Phillips include characteristics of both countries involved in the terrorist incident, however, limiting 

their models to include only the characteristics of the host country.  Such one-country models cannot 

account for the export of terrorism because examining export of terrorism requires comparing the 

characteristics of the host country to the characteristics of the origin or target country.   

Additionally, the two-country studies (Krueger and Laitin 2008; Blomberg and Hess 2008) have 

focused on two relationships: 1) the relationship between the origin country and the host country, and 2) 

the relationship between the origin country and the target country.  Assuming that the host country and 

the target country are the same, the first relationship may provide some insight into the export of 

terrorism.  Another relationship, though, has gone unexamined: the relationship between the target 

country and the host country.  Terrorists may choose to target citizens of one country by attacking them in 

a different host country if the chances of waging a successful terrorist attack in the target country are low 

or an attack in the target country will not receive sufficient publicity. 

This study explores two research questions.  First, the study examines whether the characteristics 

of the origin country or the target country influence the export of terrorism to democratic host countries.  

If the primary audience of a terrorist attack is the populace of the origin country, then the characteristics 

of the origin country will most heavily influence the export of terrorism from a non-democratic origin 

country to a democratic host country.  If the populace of the target country forms the primary audience of 

                                                                                                                                                       
consistent with the strategic school.  (Li 2005).  The findings of Krueger and Laitin (2008), Kurrild-Klitgaard et. al. 

(2006), and Blomberg and Hess (2008) merely suggest that the net result of a theoretically ambiguous effect favors 

the strategic school.  On balance, the positive effects on terrorism predicted by the strategic school outweigh the 

negative effects predicted by the political access school.  
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the terrorist attack, however, then export of terrorism from a non-democratic target country to a 

democratic host country will impact the probability that two countries will experience a terrorist attack. 

Second, this study proposes an alternative explanation for the driving force underlying the export 

of terrorism: the rise of global media and the internet.  In autocratic regimes, the absence of a free press 

and the ability of the state to suppress and censor news and information dramatically decreases the ability 

of terrorists to communicate their message with violent acts.  In the 1970s and 1980s, state control of 

broadcast media in autocracies decreased the chance that news of terrorist attacks occurring in democratic 

nations with a free press would permeate the citizenry of the autocratic nation.  The rise of the internet in 

the 1990s, however, offers terrorists the opportunity to circumvent such censorship and communicate 

directly with a target audience in an autocratic country.  (Hoffman 2006; Weimann 2006.)  Consequently, 

rational terrorists wishing to target an audience within an autocratic regime have a strong incentive to 

export terrorism to democratic countries where strong civil liberties allow coverage of the terrorist 

incident.  The free flow of information and news over the internet will allow publicity of the terrorist 

incident to circumvent autocratic censorship and reach the intended audience in the autocratic regime.  

Essentially, if communication with an audience under autocratic control motivates the export of terrorism 

to democracies, a target audience in an autocracy with greater levels of internet users will experience 

greater levels of export of terrorism.  If the internet drives the export of terrorism to democracies, non-

democratic countries with high levels of internet users should be more likely to participate (either as an 

origin country or a target country) in instances of “exported” terrorist attacks. 

 

4 EMPIRICAL MODEL 

 Fully understanding the export of terrorism requires including characteristics of both the host 

country and the origin country in the empirical model.  Consequently, this study builds upon the gravity 

model in Blomberg and Hess (2008) and uses PROBIT maximum likelihood estimation to model the 

probability that a pair of countries will experience a terrorist attack in a particular year. 
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 The probability that two countries will participate in a terrorist attack—one as a host, the other as 

the origin—depends upon variables within three categories: (1) characteristics of the host country; (2) 

characteristics of the origin country; and (3) characteristics unique to the particular host-origin pair.  The 

base model incorporates all three of these characteristics into the gravity model: 

P(Attackhot) = α + β1Demht + β2Demht
2
 + β3Intht + β4Xht + δ1Demot + δ2Demot

2
 + δ3Intot + δ4Xht + γ1Yho 

 

where:  

 
P(Attackhot) = the probability that a given host country (h) and origin country (o) will participate in a 

terrorist attack in year t 

Demht = the level of democracy in the host country in year t 

Intht = the number of internet users in the host country in year t 
Xht = control variables describing the host country in year t 

Demot = the level of democracy in the origin country in year t 

Intot = the number of internet users in the origin country in year t 
Xot = control variables describing the origin country in year t 

Yho = control variables unique to the particular host-origin pair (such as distance between the 

countries, common language, etc.)  
 

This base model will demonstrate how the level of democracy in each country independently affects the 

likelihood that the countries will participate in a terrorist attack. 

 To measure the impact of the export of terrorism beyond the independent individual impact of the 

level of democracy of the host and origin countries, the model also includes a dummy variable indicating 

whether the country pair consisted of a democratic host country and a non-democratic origin country: 

P(Attackhot) = α + η1Exphot + β1Demht + β2Demht
2
 + β3Intht + β4Xht + δ1Demot + δ2Demot

2
 + δ3Intot + 

δ4Xht + γ1Yho 

 
where:  

 

P(Attackhot) = the probability that a given host country (h) and origin country (o) will participate in a 
terrorist attack in year t 

Exphot = indicator variable equal to one if the host country is a democracy and the origin country is a 

non-democracy in year t 

Demht = the level of democracy in the host country in year t 
Intht = the number of internet users in the host country in year t 

Xht = control variables describing the host country in year t 

Demot = the level of democracy in the origin country in year t 
Intot = the number of internet users in the origin country in year t 

Xot = control variables describing the origin country in year t 

Yho = control variables unique to the particular host-origin pair (such as distance between the 
countries, common language, etc.)  
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If terrorists do, in fact, export terrorism from non-democratic origin countries to democratic host 

countries, then η1 should be positive and significant, indicating that the circumstance of a democratic host 

country and a non-democratic origin country increases the likelihood that terrorists from the origin 

country will wage an attack in the host country.  An insignificant η1 would indicate that no export of 

terrorism occurs.  Instead, the appearance of export would result from the independent, individual effect 

of the democracy levels of the host and origin countries on the participation in a terrorist incident.   

 Determining whether the number of internet users in the origin country drives the export of 

terrorism requires interacting the export term with the level of democracy in the origin country: 

P(Attackhot) = α + η1Exphot + η2(Demht*Intot) + β1Demht + β2Demht
2
 + β3Intht + β4Xht + δ1Demot + 

δ2Demot
2
 + δ3Intot + δ4Xht + γ1Yho 

 
where:  

 

P(Attackhot) = the probability that a given host country (h) and origin country (o) will participate in a 
terrorist attack in year t 

Exphot = indicator variable equal to one if the host country is a democracy and the origin country is a 

non-democracy in year t 

Demht = the level of democracy in the host country in year t 
Intht = the number of internet users in the host country in year t 

Xht = control variables describing the host country in year t 

Demot = the level of democracy in the origin country in year t 
Intot = the number of internet users in the origin country in year t 

Xot = control variables describing the origin country in year t 

Yho = control variables unique to the particular host-origin pair (such as distance between the 

countries, common language, etc.)  
 

If terrorists wage attacks in democratic host countries, hoping that publicity of the attack in the 

democratic host country will filter back to their intended audience in the non-democratic origin country 

through the internet, then the number of internet users in the origin country should exert an additional, 

positive effect when interacted with the export dummy variable: η2 should be positive and significant.
11

  

The audience that terrorists intend to target may not be the population of the origin country.  

Instead, terrorists may really wish to publicize their attacks among the populace of the target country.  

The same rationale underlying the relationship between democracy, the internet, and the location of the 

                                                
11 Because STATA does not estimate the correct coefficient and standard error for interaction terms in PROBIT 

models (Norton et. al. 2004), this study employs an OLS linear probability model to estimate the effect of this 

interaction. 
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attack, however, still applies.  If the target country is non-democratic, that country’s government could 

suppress news of the attack and limit the extent to which the target audience actually receives word of the 

attack.  Consequently, terrorists targeting non-democratic regimes have an incentive to wage the attack 

against the target country’s interests in a democratic host country—where the media can freely publicize 

the attack—and hope that such publicity filters back to the target audience through internet use in the non-

democratic target country.  To examine the relationship between the target country and the host country, 

this study also employs the same models as above, using the characteristics of the host and target 

countries (instead of the origin country).    

Finally, this study also ran each of the host-origin and host-target models for two different 

samples.  The full-sample included all country-pair combinations, including combinations where the host 

and origin/target country were the same.  A second set of regressions involved only the sub-sample of 

country-pair combinations where the host country differed from the origin/target country. 

 

5 DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA AND VARIABLES 

 This study merged data from several sources to create two datasets containing all variables 

necessary to estimate the models in this study.  One dataset contained variables describing the host and 

origin countries involved in a terrorist incident while the other dataset contained variables describing the 

host and target countries.  This study drew data from the ITERATE dataset on transnational terrorism, the 

Freedom in the World reports published by Freedom House, the UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict dataset, the 

World Development Indicators (WDI) published by the World Bank, the POLITY IV dataset, and the 

CEPII geographical and distance measures.  
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5.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE DATASETS 

5.1.1 Terrorism variables  

Data describing each incident of transnational terrorism are drawn from the ITERATE database.  

(Mickolus et. al. 2009.)  ITERATE collects information about transnational terrorist incidents from news 

sources across the world.  The project defines a transnational terrorist incident as: 

the use, or threat of use, of anxiety-inducing, extra-normal violence for political purposes by any 

individual or group, whether acting for or in opposition to established governmental authority, 
when such action is intended to influence the attitudes and behavior of a target group wider than 

the immediate victims and when, through the nationality or foreign ties of its perpetrators, its 

location, the nature of its institutional or human victims, or the mechanics of its resolution, its 

ramifications transcend national boundaries. 
 

Ibid.  The definition explicitly excludes state-sponsored terrorism, requiring the incident to be carried out 

by “basically autonomous non-state actors, whether or not they enjoy some degree of support from 

sympathetic states.”  Ibid. 

ITERATE provides several pieces of information about each terrorist incident, to the extent that 

such information is available from news media sources.  Of particular importance to this study are the 

year of the incident, the location of the incident (host country), and the nationalities of the terrorist (origin 

country) and the victim (target country).  ITERATE provides the nationalities of the first three terrorists 

and the first three victims of the terrorist attack.  Consistent with the methodologies of other studies using 

ITERATE, this study relies only upon the nationalities of the first terrorist and the first victim.  With 

regard to the location, ITERATE provides information about both the starting location and the end 

location.  This study codes the starting location as the host country because this location is more likely to 

result from the specific choices of the terrorists rather than from choices of necessity arising out of the 

events following the attack.   

This study limits the sample to terrorist incidents occurring between 1993 and 2007.  Limiting the 

sample to this time span provides several advantages.  First, data for many independent variables are 

unavailable for years outside this time span.  Second, excluding terrorist incidents occurring before 1993 

limits the difficulties associated with country coding arising from the break-up of the Soviet Union and 
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other changes in national boundaries.  Third, Enders and Sandler (1999) identify a post-Cold War 

reduction in terrorism beginning in 1994.  Limiting the sample to the 1990s and 2000s eliminates the need 

to control for the effects of the end of the Cold War.  Finally, the mid-1990s coincide with the rise of New 

Terrorism, a religiously motivated terror severed from the secular, nationalist goals of the “Old Terror” of 

the 1970s and 1980s.  (Hoffman 2006.)  Limiting the sample size to incidents occurring between 1993-

2007 allows the study to isolate the effect of the internet on the export of terrorism in the context of the 

New Terror confronting countries today. 

Importantly, because ITERATE relies on news publications to provide information about terrorist 

incidents, underreporting bias of incidents occurring in autocratic countries with low levels of press 

freedom could result in an overrepresentation of incidents occurring within democratic countries.  

(Drakos 2007; Drakos and Gofas 2006b.) 

 

5.1.2 Democracy Variables 

 This study relies on the Freedom in the World reports, published by Freedom House, to measure 

democracy in 159 countries.
12

  (Freedomhouse.org 2009.)  Freedom House provides scores for each 

country in two categories—political rights and civil liberties—based on the amount of freedom citizens of 

each country experience within each category.  Factors influencing a country’s political rights score 

include: the presence of free and fair elections for the executive and legislative branches of the national 

government; the presence of viable, legitimate opposition parties or groups; the absence of domination of 

the political process from the military or other powerful groups; the level of political rights afforded 

minority groups; the ability of the elected government to determine national policy; and the accountability 

of the national government to the electorate in between elections.  Ibid.  Factors influencing a country’s 

civil liberties score include: the presence of free expression and religious belief; the presence of academic 

freedom; the presence of rights to assemble and organize freely; the presence of unhindered non-

                                                
12 The raw Freedom House data provides information for more than 159 countries.  Many countries were dropped 

from the Freedom House data, however, because the World Development Indicators did not provide information 

about several control variables for those particular countries. 
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governmental advocacy groups; the presence of an independent judiciary, the rule of law, and equal 

treatment of all groups under the law; and the absence of restrictions on travel and personal property 

rights.  The scores in each category range from one (free) to seven (not free).
13

     

 

5.1.3 Control Variables 

 Data for the control variables were drawn from four sources: the World Bank’s World 

Development Indicators (WDI), the POLITY IV dataset, the Uppsala Conflict Data Program 

(UCDP)/International Peace Research Institute (PRIO) Armed Conflict dataset, and the CEPII bilateral 

distance measures.  WDI collects yearly statistics on all countries throughout the world on a large number 

of variables regarding developmental structures, population, and finance within each country.  This study 

used WDI reports for all 159 countries in the sample. 

 The POLITY IV project contains data describing the governments of various countries ranging 

between the years 1800 and 2007.  (Marshall and Jaggers 2009.)  This study relies on the POLITY IV 

dataset for the regime durability variable, described below. 

 The UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict dataset contains data describing instances of armed conflict 

throughout the world.  (UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset Codebook 2009; Gleditsch et. al. 2004.)  

The dataset defines “armed conflict” as “a contested incompatibility that concerns government and/or 

territory where the use of armed force between two parties, of which at least one is the government of a 

state, results in at least twenty-five battle-related deaths.”  Ibid.  The dataset provides information about 

the main parties to the conflict, parties that supported each side of the conflict, and the year(s) in which 

the conflict occurred.  Non-state actors included as parties in the UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict dataset 

were excluded from the dataset in this study. 

                                                
13 The POLITY IV dataset also contains measures of democracy that have been widely used in the terrorism 

literature.  This study opted for the Freedom House indicators because the democracy measures in POLITY IV 
coded the level of democracy for nations during periods of regime transition as “unknown” while the Freedom 

House methodology provided scores during these periods.  Because transitioning regimes tend to experience higher 

numbers of terrorist attacks (Eyerman 1998), using the POLITY IV measures would result in excluding large 

numbers of terrorist incidents with known locations of attack.  Because Freedom House contained democracy data 

for these transitioning regimes, terrorist incidents occurring in them could remain in the sample.  
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 The CEPII distance measures dataset provides bilateral information describing the characteristics 

of country pairs including the distance between the two countries, whether the countries share a common 

language, and whether the countries share a common border.  (Mayer and Zignago 2006.) 

 

5.2 DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES 

 Except for the bilateral control variables, each independent and control variable is included in the 

model twice—one describing the host country and a second describing the origin or target country. 

 

5.2.1 Dependent Variable: Attacks 

This study employs a binary dependent variable coded as one if the two countries participated in a 

terrorist attack for a given year and zero otherwise.  Using a binary dependent variable, rather than an 

actual count of the number of attacks between the two countries, offers several advantages.  First, the 

binary dependent variable allows for simpler statistical models such as PROBIT and the Linear 

Probability Model.  Second, the binary dependent variable minimizes the effects of underreporting bias 

resulting from governmental control of the media in autocratic countries.  A country is unlikely to 

suppress publicity of all terrorist attacks occurring within its borders.  By examining only whether a 

country experienced at least one terrorist attack, the effect of underreporting bias will decrease.  (Kurrild-

Klitgaard et. al. 2006.) 

 

5.2.2 Independent Variables of Interest: Democracy and Internet Use  

This study involves three key explanatory variables—the level of democracy within a country, a 

dummy variable indicating export of terrorism, and the number of internet users within the country. 

Democracy derives from the Freedom House indexes of civil liberties and political rights.  In 

determining a country’s civil liberties score, Freedom House evaluates the country in four categories: 1) 

freedom of expression and belief; 2) associational and organizational rights; 3) rule of law; and 4) 

personal autonomy and individual rights.  (Freedomhouse.org 2009.)  To determine the political rights 
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score, Freedom House evaluates 1) the country’s electoral process, 2) political pluralism and 

participation, and 3) the functioning of the government.  (Freedomhouse.org 2009.)  The democracy 

variable used in this study is an average of the Freedom House civil liberties and political rights scores 

and ranges from one (least democratic) to seven (most democratic).
14

  Consistent with other studies of 

democracy and terrorism (Eyerman 1998), the model also includes a square of democracy for each 

country.   

Export measures the effect of the combination of a non-democratic origin/target country and a 

democratic host country beyond the independent effects of the democracy levels of the host and 

origin/target countries.  This study uses a dummy variable equal to one for country pairs in which the host 

country is a democracy and the origin or target country is a non-democratic country.  This study defines a 

democratic country as a country with a democracy score greater than or equal to 5.5.  Non-democratic 

countries possess a democracy score less than or equal to five.  (Freedomhouse.org 2009.)  For all other 

combinations of democracy level between the host and origin country (both host and origin/target are 

democratic; both host and origin/target are non-democratic; the host is non-democratic and the 

origin/target is democratic), export equals zero. 

Internet Users measures internet use as the number of internet users in a country per one hundred 

people of population.  The variable is drawn from WDI.  Because WDI did not distinguish between 

missing or unreported data for each country-year and country-years in which a country had no internet 

users, this study assumes that the number of internet users in a country is zero until the first reported 

instance of internet users.  After the first instance of reported internet users, any gaps in data are coded as 

missing.   

 

 

 

                                                
14 These scores are recoded from the original Freedom House scores which coded the most democratic countries as 

“one” and the least democratic countries as “seven.” 
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5.2.3 Control Variables 

This study employs a number of control variables that other studies have included in the study of 

terrorism. 

 Trade, drawn from WDI, is the natural log of the amount of trade a country engaged in during a 

given year, measured as a percentage of the country’s GDP.  Most studies indicate that trade openness 

increases the likelihood of experiencing a terrorist attack as a host and decreases the likelihood of 

generating terrorists as an origin country.  (Blomberg and Hess 2008; Kurrild-Klitgaard 2006.) 

 Population is the natural log of the country’s population in millions, also drawn from WDI.  

Generally, the larger a country, the more likely it is to experience a terrorist attack, to be the target of a 

terrorist attack, and to serve as the origin nation of terrorists.  (Krueger and Laitin 2008.) 

 Attacks (year-1) and Attacks (year-2) refer to the number of terrorist incidents in which the 

country participated in the immediately preceding year and two years prior, respectively. The ITERATE 

dataset provided these counts.  Prior terrorist involvement in a country tends to increase future terrorist 

activity in that country because the “start up costs” of initiating terrorist activity encourage terrorists to 

continue operating in areas where they have a developed infrastructure rather than unnecessarily 

relocating to another location.  (Kurrild-Klitgaard et. al. 2006; Li 2005; Li and Schaub 2004.)   

This study employs two measures of a country’s involvement in armed conflict, both drawn from 

the UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset.  Conflict Intervenor is a dummy variable equal to one if the 

country was involved in an armed conflict as an intervening party at any point during the year.  A 

country’s intervention in armed conflict could motivate terrorists to attack a country, thus bearing a 

positive relationship with the likelihood that an intervening country will serve as a host or target in a 

terrorist incident.  (Savun and Phillips 2009.)  Conflict Party is a dummy variable equal to one if the 

country was involved in armed conflict as a main party during a particular year.  A country’s involvement 

in armed conflict as a main party could exert opposing effects on the number of terrorist incidents a 

country experiences.  The armed conflict could result in tighter governmental controls on civil liberties 

that are often justified during times of war, increasing the government’s ability to respond to terrorist 
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threats, and decreasing the number of terrorist incidents the country experiences. (Li and Schaub 2004.)  

Alternatively, a country’s involvement in armed conflict could result in internal chaos, increasing the 

ability of terrorists to operate within the country and increasing the likelihood that the country will 

experience terrorism.  

 Regime durability measures the number of years since a country last experienced a change in 

regime type, defined as a three point change in the POLITY democracy-autocracy composite score or the 

end of a period characterized by a lack of stable political institutions.  (Marshall and Jaggers 2009.)  The 

POLITY IV dataset contains this variable.  More stable regimes tend to generate fewer terrorists than 

more volatile countries so regime durability should exert a negative effect on the likelihood that a country 

will participate in a terrorist incident as an origin or a host country.  (Krueger and Laitin 2008.) 

 Gini is a measure of income inequality in the form of the Gini index drawn from WDI.  The Gini 

index ranges from zero for complete equality to one hundred, indicating complete inequality.  The Gini 

index is calculated as the difference between the Lorenz curve of income distribution and a line 

representing complete equality.  Because the WDI dataset contained many missing values for the Gini 

index, the Gini value for the most recently available year for each country was used in place of each 

missing observation.  The Gini value was coded as missing if data were not available for any previous 

year.  This approach to the missing data should not bias the coefficients because the Gini index showed 

minimal variation within each country over time.
15

  Generally, income inequality should increase the 

likelihood that a country will participate in a terrorist attack as an origin country while greater levels of 

income equality should increase the likelihood that the country will experience a terrorist attack as a host 

or target.   

 GDP per Capita is the natural log of the country’s GDP per capita as reported by WDI and 

measured in constant year 2000 U.S. dollars.  Rich countries are more likely to be the target of terrorist 

                                                
15 To verify this minimal variation within each country over time, the author computed the standard deviation for all 

reported Gini  values within each country.  The average of the standard deviations for the reported Gini  values of 

each country was rather low: 4.02. 
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attacks, while poor countries are more likely to generate terrorists or serve as the host of a terrorist attack.  

(Krueger and Laitin 2008; Blomberg and Hess 2008.) 

 Population Density, drawn from WDI, is a measure of the country’s population density measured 

in the number of people per square kilometer.  Because terrorism could result from conflict over scarce 

resources, countries with more dense populations could experience more terrorism than countries with 

greater dispersal of their populations.  (Drakos and Gofas 2006a.) 

 The models also contain two variables, both drawn from WDI, that serve as proxies for the 

resources available to the country to fight terrorism.  Revenue represents a country’s tax revenue as a 

percentage of GDP.  A country with greater tax revenue has more money to devote to counterterrorism 

efforts and should possess a smaller likelihood of participating in a terrorist incident.  Military 

Expenditures represents a government’s spending on military as a percentage of total central government 

expenditures.  Because a country that devotes more resources to military spending probably devotes more 

resources to counterterrorism efforts, military expenditures should negatively impact a country’s 

likelihood of participating in a terrorist attack.  Because present tax revenue and military expenditures 

will likely not affect the terrorist incidents in the year in which the revenues are collected or the 

expenditures made, these two variables are lagged by one year. 

 The models also contain bilateral control variables common to each pair of countries.  Contiguous 

Border, drawn from the CEPII dataset, is a dummy variable equal to one if the two countries share a 

common border.  Because individuals can more easily travel between countries sharing a contiguous 

border, contiguous countries should be more likely to participate in terrorist attacks than non-contiguous 

countries. (Blomberg and Hess 2008.)  Similarly, Distance measures the natural log of the distance 

between the two nations.  CEPII employed the great circle formula for calculating the distances.  (Mayer 

and Zignano 2006.)  The ease of travel and exchange between two nearby countries suggests a greater 

level of terrorist interaction between the two nations.  (Blomberg and Hess 2008.)  Finally, Common 

Language is a dummy variable, drawn from CEPII, equal to one if the two countries share a common 

language spoken by at least 9% of the population in each country.  Because terrorists can operate more 
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easily in a country if they share the language of that country, Common Language should increase the 

number of terrorist incidents involving the two countries.  (Blomberg and Hess 2008.) 

 These models employed both year and regional fixed effects by including dummy variables for 

each year and for five separate regions: North America, South America, Europe, Africa, and Asia (the 

Middle East served as the reference category).
16

  The regional fixed effects should account for 

characteristics unique to each region and the countries within that region that impact the country’s 

participation in a terrorist incident. 

 Finally, like most studies of terrorism, missing data presented a significant problem.  This study 

accounts for missing data by including dummy variables set equal to one for each instance of missing data 

and setting the substantive value of the variable with the missing data equal to zero.   

 

6 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

 

Between 1993 and 2007, 2,993 terrorist attacks occurred in the countries included in the dataset.  

Most of these attacks—about two thirds—occurred in non-democratic
17

 host countries.  (Figure 1.)  In 

contrast, democracies served as the origin country slightly more than non-democratic countries.  (Figure 

1.)  For 984 of the attacks, however, the origin country was not known.  (Figure 1.)  Democratic countries 

overwhelmingly served as the target of terrorist incidents, with over two-thirds of the terrorist attacks 

targeting democratic countries.  (Figure 1.)  Additionally, the identity of the target country was unknown 

for only 351 attacks.  (Figure 1.) 

Figure 1: Number of Attacks by Democracy Level 

 Free Partly free Not Free Unknown 

Host 857 1011 1125  

Origin 1392 704 897 984 

Target 2127 508 358 351 

Figure 1: Number of attacks broken down by democracy level. 

                                                
16 Because of the large sample size, which consisted of 25,281 different country-country combinations, including 
fixed effects specific to each country pair proved unmanageable. 
17 This study considers both “not free” and “partly free” countries as non-democracies.  “Free” countries are 

considered democratic.  A “free” country possesses a democracy score between 5.5 and 7.  In contrast, “partly free” 

countries scored between 3 and 5, while not-free countries possessed democracy scores at 2.5 and below.  

(Freedomhouse.org 2009.) 
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Comparing the number of attacks between different host and origin countries reveals some 

interesting patterns.  Of the terrorist attacks occurring between 1993 and 2007, only 1,510 incidents 

involved different host and origin countries.  (Figure 2.)  Of these attacks, free countries most frequently 

served as the origin country and were most likely to wage attacks in a non-democratic host country.  

(Figure 2.)  Only 250 incidents involved the traditional notion of exported terrorism: a non-democratic 

(not free or partly free) origin country waging a terrorist attack in a democratic host country. 

Figure 2: Number of Attacks by Democracy in Host and Origin Countries 

 Level of Democracy in Origin Country  

Not Free Partly free Free Total 

Level of 
Democracy in 

Host Country 

Not Free 61 27 482 570 
Partly free 80 43 303 426 

Free 201 49 264 514 

 Total 342 119 1049 1510 

Figure 2: Comparing the number of terrorist attacks between different host and origin countries. 

Comparing the number of attacks between different host and target countries revealed a similar 

pattern.  2,513 terrorist incidents occurred between different host and target countries.  The vast majority 

of attacks targeted democratic countries in non-democratic host countries.  (Figure 3.)  Only 211 attacks 

targeted a non-democratic country (54 targeting a not free country plus 117 targeting a partly free 

country) in a democratic host country.  (Figure 3.)   

Figure 3: Number of Attacks by Democracy in Host and Target Countries 

 Level of Democracy in Target Country  

Not Free Partly free Free Total 

Level of 

Democracy in 

Host Country 

Not Free 127 133 758 1018 

Partly free 70 112 723 905 

Free 54 157 379 590 

 Total 251 402 1860 2513 

Figure 3: Comparing the number of terrorist attacks between different host and target countries. 

The dataset covers 159 different countries spanning fifteen years, resulting in 25,281 host-

origin/target country pairs (including pairs in which the country host country and the origin/target country 

are the same).  Figure Four provides descriptive statistics for all independent variables for all 159 

countries over the fifteen-year time span.  The final dataset contains 379,215 host-origin/target-year 

observations.  Eliminating observations where the host country and the origin/target country are the same 

reduces the sample size to 376,830 host-origin/target-year observations. 
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Figure 4: Descriptive Statistics for All Country-Year Combinations 

Variable N Mean Standard Deviation 

Democracy  2385 4.21 1.95 

Democracy Squared 2385 21.54 16.42 

Trade (% of GDP) 2249 81 43.2 

GDP per capita 2266 5596.7 8753.5 

Gini Index 1669 41.3 10.2 

Internet users per 100 people 2079 9.9 17.2 

Population Density (per km
2
) 2360 140.6 481.4 

Population (in thousands) 2360 131,716 341.7 

Regime Durability (years) 2385 23.0 30.2 

Lagged revenue (% of GDP) 1163 24.37 10.35 

Lagged military spending (% of central 

government spending) 

1008 10.43 8.61 

Host lagged attacks (1-year) 2385 1.36 6.09 

Host lagged attacks (2-year) 2385 1.57 6.59 

Origin lagged attacks (1-year) 2385 0.91 4.48 

Origin lagged attacks (2-year) 2385 1.03 4.98 

Target lagged attacks (1-year) 2385 1.20 5.60 

Target lagged attacks (2-year) 2385 1.39 7.00 

Conflict Intervenor 2385 0.121 0.326 

Conflict Main Party 2385 0.177 0.382 

North America 2385 0.088 0.283 

South America 2385 0.069 0.254 

Europe 2385 0.245 0.430 

Africa 2385 0.277 0.447 

Middle East 2385 0.126 0.332 

Asia 2385 0.195 0.396 

Figure 4: Descriptive statistics for independent variables of all country-year combinations in the sample.  The 

sample size consisted of 159 countries and 15 years, yielding 2,385 observations.   

 The 2,993 individual terrorist incidents occurring during the time span of this study occurred in 

735 different host-origin-year observations.  (Figure 5.)  Consequently, only 735 different host-origin-

year combinations experienced at least one terrorist attack between 1993 and 2007.  Of those attacks, only 

338 incidents involved different host and origin countries.  (Figure 5.)  The distribution of terrorist 

incidents when comparing the host and target countries was equally skewed.  Only 1,529 host-target-year 

combinations experienced at least one terrorist attack.  (Figure 5.)  Unlike the host-origin combinations, 

however, a much larger proportion of host-target combinations experiencing at least one terrorist incident 

involved different host and target countries.  (Figure 5.)
18

 

 

 

                                                
18 Both of these numbers exclude terrorist incidents for which either the origin country or the target country is 

unknown. 
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Figure 5: Number of Country Pair-Year Combinations Experiencing at Least One Attack 

 Host-Origin: Full 

Sample 

Different Host & 

Origin Country 

Host-Target: Full 

Sample 

Different Host & 

Target Country 

No Attack 378,480 376,492 377,686 375,542 

Attack 735 338 1,529 1,288 

Total 379,215 376,830 379,215 376,830 

Figure 5: Distribution of dependent variable—the number of country-pair year combinations experiencing at 

least one attack. 

 Comparing country-years that experienced at least one terrorist incident as a host country to 

country-years that did not experience at least one terrorist act indicates that host countries are slightly less 

democratic, less likely to engage in trade, wealthier, contained fewer internet users, and were larger than 

non-host countries.  (Figure 6.)  Additionally, although host countries and non-host countries experienced 

similar levels of participation in armed conflict as intervenors, host countries were much more likely to 

participate as a main party to an armed conflict.  (Figure 6.)   

 Comparing origin countries to non-origin countries yielded many of the same patterns.  Origin 

countries were also less democratic, less likely to engage in trade, contained fewer internet users, and 

were larger than non-origin countries.  (Figure 6.)  Additionally, origin countries were less wealthy than 

non-origin countries but had higher military spending than non-origin countries.  (Figure 6.)  Finally, 

origin countries are much more likely to participate in armed conflict as a main party than non-origin 

countries.  (Figure 6.) 

 Countries participating in terrorist attacks as the target country exhibited a much different profile 

than host or origin countries.  Target countries were more democratic, wealthier, contained more internet 

users, and possessed much more stable governments than non-target countries.  (Figure 6.)  Target 

countries also were less likely to engage in trade, possessed slightly higher levels of income inequality, 

and possessed greater population density.  (Figure 6.)  Target countries were more likely to participate in 

armed conflict both as intervenors and main parties than non-target countries.  (Figure 6.) 

 Comparing the means of host, origin, and target countries reveals that target countries were the 

most democratic and origin countries were the least democratic.  (Figure 6.)  Similarly, target countries 

were the wealthiest and contained the most internet users.  (Figure 6.)  Origin countries were both the 
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poorest and contained the fewest internet users.  Target countries were also most likely to participate in 

armed conflict as intervenors, but origin countries were most likely to participate as a main party in the 

conflict.  Target countries also possessed the most durable regimes and the highest population density.  

(Figure 6.) 

Figure 6: Descriptive Statistics for Host, Origin, and Target Countries 

 Host Origin Target 

 Attack No Attack Attack No Attack Attack No Attack 

Democracy Score 3.97 4.31 3.58 4.38 4.55 4.09 

Democracy Squared 19.6 22.4 16.4 22.9 25.1 20.2 

Trade (% of GDP) 69.0 86.0 64.8 85.1 68.7 85.5 

GDP per capita 6522.7 5213.7 5239.3 5686.3 9796.9 4090.9 

Gini Index 41.1 41.4 40.7 41.5 38.6 42.2 

Internet users per 100 

people 

7.0 11.1 6.3 10.8 13.4 8.67 

Population Density (per 

km
2
) 

124.4 147.3 134.0 142.3 153.6 135.9 

Population (in 

thousands) 

67782.2 25834.0 63266.44 31655.0 88847.7 19935.3 

Regime Durability 

(years) 

24.9 22.2 22.0 23.2 34.8 18.7 

Lagged revenue (% of 
GDP) 

23.3 24.8 23.4 24.6 24.8 24.2 

Lagged military 

spending 

12.4 9.5 13.3 9.7 11.2 10.1 

Conflict Intervenor 0.128 0.118 0.138 0.117 0.177 0.100 

Conflict Main Party 0.365 0.098 0.452 0.104 0.278 0.141 

North America 0.082 0.091 0.068 0.093 0.089 0.088 

South America 0.076 0.066 0.060 0.072 0.064 0.071 

Europe 0.265 0.237 0.240 0.247 0.334 0.213 

Africa 0.169 0.322 0.170 0.305 0.099 0.342 

Middle East 0.228 0.082 0.272 0.087 0.196 0.100 

Asia 0.179 0.202 0.188 0.197 0.217 0.187 

Figure 6: The means for all independent variables for host, origin, and target countries that experienced an 

attack and that did not experience an attack. 

 

7 RESULTS 

 The gravity models offer the benefit of including characteristics of both the host and the 

origin/target country in the model.  Additionally, defining the unit of analysis at the host-origin/target-

year level permits inclusion of country-years that did not experience any terrorist attacks, eliminating any 

selection bias that results from the decision to wage a terrorist attack.  Essentially, the gravity models 

predict the probability that any two countries will participate in at least one terrorist attack.  This study 
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used maximum likelihood PROBIT estimation to estimate the base model and the export model.  Because 

of the special difficulties that interaction terms present in PROBIT estimation, the study used an OLS 

Linear Probability Model to explore interaction between the level of democracy in the host country and 

the number of internet users in the origin/target country.  The OLS model also provides an estimate of the 

marginal effect of each variable on the likelihood that two countries will participate in a terrorist attack.
19

 

 

7.1 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HOST AND ORIGIN COUNTRIES 

 Democracy influenced the probability that a country would serve as a host in a terrorist attack, 

but not the probability that a country would serve as an origin country.  Additionally, export from a non-

democratic origin to a democratic host appeared not to exert any statistically significant effect beyond the 

independent effect of democracy in the host and origin countries.  Finally, the number of internet users 

did not impact the likelihood that a country would serve as either an origin or a host in a terrorist attack.   

Figure 7: Host-Origin Gravity Model: Full Sample 

Variable 1: Base Model PROBIT 2: Export PROBIT 3: Interaction OLS 

Export  -.110 

(.077) 

-.00044 

(.00027) 

Export/Origin Internet Users 

Interaction 

  .00001 

(.00002) 

HOST COUNTRY    

Democracy .173*** 

(.063) 

.145** 

(.065) 

.0013*** 

(.0003) 

Democracy Square -.022*** 

(.008) 

-.017* 

(.009) 

-.00013*** 

(.00003) 

Internet Users/100 -.0037 

(.0023) 

-.004* 

(.002) 

-.000018**† 

(8.04 x 10-6) 

Trade .0008† 

(.0007) 

.001† 

(.001) 

-7.3 x 10-7 

(2.15 x 10-6) 

Gini Index .0063** 

(.0032) 

.006* 

(.003) 

.00006***† 

(.00001) 

Population .204***† 

(.017) 

.204***† 

(0.17) 

.00047***† 

(.00006) 

Population Density -.0002***† 
(.00009) 

-.0002***† 
(.0001) 

-1.86 x 10-7† 
(1.78 x 10-7) 

Regime Durability .0006 

(.0007) 

.0005 

(.001) 

6.99 x 10-6** 

(3.40 x 10-6) 

GDP per capita .138***† 

(.024) 

.139***† 

(.025) 

.0005***† 

(.00009) 

Revenue .0039 .004 .00002*† 

                                                
19 Generally, the statistical significance and the direction of the effect of the coefficients in the OLS model mirrored 

the effects in the PROBIT models. 
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(.0032) (.003) (.00001) 

Military Expenditures .0029 

(.0033) 

.003 

(.003) 

.00001 

(.00002) 

Conflict Intervenor .160*** 

(.061) 

.157** 

(.061) 

.00084*** 

(.0003) 

Conflict Party .276*** 

(.044) 

.277*** 

(.044) 

.0017*** 

(.0002) 

Attacks (year-1) .005*** 
(.001) 

.005*** 
(.001) 

.00014*** 
(.00001) 

Attacks (year-2) .003*** 

(.001) 

.003*** 

(.001) 

.00008*** 

(.00001) 

ORIGIN COUNTRY    

Democracy -.029 

(.060) 

-.005 

(.062) 

.0002 

(.0002) 

Democracy Square -.012 

(.008) 

-.017** 

(.009) 

-.00002 

(.00003) 

Internet Users/100 -.0028 

(.0028) 

-.003 

(.003) 

-3.88 x 10-6 

(8.00 x 10-6) 

Trade -.0028*** 

(.0007) 

-.003*** 

(.001) 

-5.66 x 10-6*** 

(2.17 x 10-6) 

Gini Index .0030 

(.0035) 

.003 

(.003) 

.00006***† 

(.00001) 

Population .190***† 

(.018) 

.190***† 

(.018) 

.0003***† 

(.00006) 

Population Density -.0001† 

(.00009) 

-.0001† 

(.0001) 

1.69 x 10-7† 

(1.80 x 10-7) 

Regime Durability .0010 

(.0008) 

.001 

(.001) 

5.07 x 10-6 

(3.40 x 10-6) 

GDP per capita .053** 

(.024) 

.052** 

(.024) 

.0002* 

(.00009) 

Revenue .0037 
(.0035) 

.004 
(.003) 

.00002 
(.00001) 

Military Expenditures -.0027 

(.0037) 

-.003 

(.004) 

-.00004***† 

(.00002) 

Conflict Intervenor  .208*** 

(.062) 

.210*** 

(.062) 

.0007*** 

(.0003) 

Conflict Party .307*** 

(.043) 

.310*** 

(.043) 

.0021*** 

(.0002) 

Attacks (year-1) .0080*** 

(.0017) 

.008*** 

(.002) 

.0002*** 

(.00002) 

Attacks (year-2) .0068*** 

(.0016) 

.007*** 

(.002) 

.0002*** 

(.00002) 

BINARY VARIABLES    

Contiguous Border -.297*** 

(.053) 

-.292*** 

(.052) 

-.0037*** 

(.0005) 

Common Language -.0010 

(.0049) 

.002 

(.049) 

-.0033*** 

(.0002) 

Distance  -.735*** 

(.016) 

-.730*** 

(.016) 

-.0085*** 

(.0001) 

N 379,215 379,215 379,215 

Figure 7: Gravity models including characteristics of the host and origin countries for the full sample.  * - 

significant at p<.1; ** - significant at p<.05; *** significant at p<.01; † - missing values significant at p<.05. 
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Figure 8: Host-Origin Gravity Model: Different Host and Origin Countries 

Variable 1: Base Model PROBIT 2: Export PROBIT 3: Interaction OLS 

Export  .081 

(.085) 

.0005*** 

(.0002) 

Export/Origin Internet Users 

Interaction 

  -2.98 x 10-6 

(.00002) 

HOST COUNTRY    

Democracy .243*** 

(.081) 

.260*** 

(.083) 

.0008*** 

(.0002) 

Democracy Square -.028*** 
(.010) 

-.032*** 
(.011) 

-.00009*** 
(.00002) 

Internet Users/100 -.0037 

(.0025) 

-.003 

(.003) 

-.00002***† 

(5.53 x 10-6) 

Trade .0006† 

(.0008) 

.001† 

(.001) 

9.96 x 10-7 

(1.48 x 10-6) 

Gini Index .0006 

(.0037) 

.001 

(.004) 

-1.01 x 10-7 

(7.92 x 10-6) 

Population .130***† 

(.020) 

.129***† 

(.021) 

.0002***† 

(.00004) 

Population Density -.00007† 

(.00006) 

-.00007† 

(.00006) 

-1.25 x 10-7† 

(1.22 x 10-7) 

Regime Durability .0003 

(.0008) 

.0004 

(.0008) 

4.80 x 10-6** 

(2.34 x 10-6) 

GDP per capita .149***† 

(.029) 

.149***† 

(.029) 

.0003***† 

(.00006) 

Revenue .0029 

(.0038) 

.003 

(.004) 

8.17 x 10-6 

(8.41 x 10-6) 

Military Expenditures .0029 

(.0038) 

.003 

(.004) 

.00002* 

(.00001) 

Conflict Intervenor .195*** 

(.073) 

.197*** 

(.073) 

.0005*** 

(.0002) 

Conflict Party .191*** 

(.056) 

.189*** 

(.056) 

.0004** 

(.0001) 

Attacks (year-1) .0049*** 

(.0012) 

.005*** 

(.001) 

.00009*** 

(9.00 x 10-6) 

Attacks (year-2) .0033** 

(.0014) 

.003** 

(.001) 

.00004*** 

(8.31 x 10-6) 

ORIGIN COUNTRY    

Democracy -.062 

(.073) 

-.079 

(.075) 

-.0007*** 

(.0002) 

Democracy Square -.0083 

(.0099) 

-.005 

(.010) 

.00008*** 

(.00002) 

Internet Users/100 -.0026 

(.0032) 

-.003 

(.003) 

-7.28 x 10-6 

(5.50 x 10-6) 

Trade -.0035*** 

(.0010) 

-.004*** 

(.001) 

-3.03 x 10-6** 

(1.49 x 10-6) 

Gini Index -.0033 

(.0044) 

-.003 

(.004) 

2.30 x 10-6 

(7.94 x 10-6) 

Population .102***† 

(.023) 

.103***† 

(.023) 

.00008* 

(.00004) 

Population Density .00006† 

(.00006) 

.0001† 

(.0001) 

2.47 x 10-7** 

(1.24 x 10-7) 

Regime Durability .0011 

(.0009) 

.001 

(.001) 

2.63 x 10-6 

(2.34 x 10-6) 

GDP per capita .059** 

(.029) 

.060** 

(.029) 

-.00007 

(.00006) 
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Revenue .0022 

(.0042) 

.002 

(.004) 

5.85 x 10-6 

(8.40 x 10-6) 

Military Expenditures -.0040 

(.0044) 

-.004 

(.004) 

-.00003*** 

(.00001) 

Conflict Intervenor  .253*** 

(.074) 

.251*** 

(.074) 

.0004** 

(.0002) 

Conflict Party .262*** 

(.052) 

.260*** 

(.052) 

.0009*** 

(.0001) 

Attacks (year-1) .0086*** 

(.0018) 

.009*** 

(.002) 

.0002*** 

(.00001) 

Attacks (year-2) .0078*** 

(.0018) 

.008*** 

(.002) 

.0001*** 

(.00001) 

BINARY VARIABLES    

Contiguous Border .438*** 

(.068) 

.441*** 

(.068) 

.011*** 

(.0004) 

Common Language .248*** 

(.056) 

.247*** 

(.056) 

.0010*** 

(.0002) 

Distance  -.343*** 

(.028) 

-.345*** 

(.028) 

-.0008*** 

(.00008) 

N 379,215 379,215 379,215 

Figure 8: Gravity models including characteristics of the host and origin countries for the sub-sample 
consisting of different host and origin countries.  * - significant at p<.1; ** - significant at p<.05; *** 

significant at p<.01; † - missing values significant at p<.05 

 

7.1.1 Democracy 

 Consistent with previous studies (Drakos and Gofas 2006a; Eyerman 1998), the democracy level 

of a country exerted a significant parabolic-shaped effect on the probability that the country would serve 

as the host for a terrorist attack in both the full sample model and the model consisting of different host 

and origin countries.  (Figures 7 and 8.)  Consequently, host countries with intermediate levels of freedom 

and democracy were more likely to experience terrorist attacks than democratic and non-democratic 

countries at the extremes.   

The high probability of terrorist attacks occurring in countries experiencing intermediate levels of 

democracy and freedom results from the incipient nature of freedom and transitional nature of countries 

with intermediate levels of democracy.  Unlike autocratic regimes, which exert significant control over 

their population in a way that makes waging a terrorist attack difficult, transitioning countries with 

intermediate levels of democracy possess some freedoms that make waging terrorist attacks easier.  

Additionally, unlike individuals in established democracies, who trust peaceful mechanisms of political 

expression and participation, individuals in transitional regimes may not yet trust the democratic process 
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to adequately give voice to their grievances.  (Eyerman 1998.)  Essentially, countries transitioning to 

democracy combine the same incentives to engage in terrorist violence present in autocratic regimes (and 

absent in established democracies) with the institutional structures in established democracies that ease 

the logistics of waging a terrorist attack. 

 The democracy level of the origin country, however, exerted no significant effect on the 

probability that a country would participate in a terrorist attack by serving as an origin country.  (Figures 

7 and 8.)  This finding differs from Blomberg and Hess (2006) and Kurrild-Klitgaard (2008), who found a 

negative relationship between the democracy level of the origin country and the likelihood that the 

country would participate in a terrorist attack.  Although not statistically significant, the democracy level 

of the origin country did exert the same negative effect on the probability of participating in a terrorist 

attack as found in other studies.   

The different finding regarding the effect of the democracy level of the origin country in this 

study could result from the absence of other statistically significant independent variables in the other 

models.  The Kurrild-Klitgaard (2006) model, for example, only included characteristics of the origin 

country.  The presence of host country characteristics in this model and the resulting insignificance of the 

origin country’s democracy suggest that the characteristics of the host country, rather than the level of 

democracy in the origin country, drive the terrorist calculus. While Blomberg and Hess (2008) do control 

for some characteristics of the host country, their model lacked many of the highly significant 

independent variables included here—the origin country’s involvement in conflicts, the number of attacks 

originating from the country in previous years, and regional fixed effects—suggesting that these 

variables, not the democracy level of the origin country, drive the participation of origin countries in 

terrorist attacks.   

  

7.1.2 Export of Terrorism from Non-democracies to Democracies 

 Of particular interest in the terrorism literature is the specific instance of terrorism export from 

non-democratic origin countries to democratic host countries.  If terrorists truly export terrorist attacks 
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from non-democratic origin countries to democratic host countries, then the presence of that particular 

combination—a non-democratic origin and a democratic host—should exert an additional effect beyond 

the individual, independent impact of the democracy level of each country.  Inclusion of the export 

dummy variable captures the additional effect of a non-democratic origin and a democratic host relative 

to all other combinations of democracy levels.  Export did not exert a statistically significant effect on the 

probability that two countries participate in a terrorist attack, suggesting that any perceived export of 

terrorism from non-democratic origins to democratic hosts results from the independent effects of the 

democracy levels of the individual host and origin countries.  (Figure 7.)  Even when the sample size was 

limited to different host and origin countries, export remained statistically insignificant.  (Figure 8.)   

 

7.1.3 Internet Users 

 While the number of internet users in the origin country exerted no significant effect, the number 

of internet users in the host country exerted a marginally significant, negative effect on the probability 

that a country would serve as a host for a terrorist attack.  (Figure 7.)  Consequently, the higher the 

number of internet users in the origin 

country, the less likely that country will 

serve as the origin country for a 

terrorist attack (Figures 7), 

undermining the hypothesis that 

terrorists use the internet to publicize 

their terrorist attacks among the 

population of the origin country.  

Additionally, the number of internet 

users in the origin country does not 

appear to interact significantly with the export dummy variable: separately plotting the predicted 
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Figure 9: Predicted probability of attack generated from the host-origin 
Export model for the full sample.  (Figure 14.2.)  “Export” indicates the 

predicted probability when the origin country is a non-democracy and the 
host country is a democracy.  “No Export” 
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probability of attack against the number of internet users in the origin country for instances of export and 

non-export reveals two parallel lines with nearly identical marginal effects.  (Figure 9.)  The 

insignificance of the interaction between Export and Origin Internet Users in the OLS model further 

confirms the absence of any interaction.  (Figure 7.3.
20

)  These results remained the same when limiting 

the subsample to different host and origin countries.  (Figure 8.3.)  Consequently, terrorists do not appear 

to have increased their export of terrorism from non-democratic origin countries to democratic host 

countries as a result of the proliferation of internet access throughout the world. 

 The insignificant, negative relationship between the number of internet users in the origin country 

and the probability of attack combined with the absence of any significant interaction between the export 

of terrorism from a non-democratic origin country suggests that terrorists do not rely upon the internet to 

publicize their attacks within the origin country.  Two alternative explanations may also explain this 

result.  First, terrorists may still seek to publicize their attacks within the origin country but may use other 

modes of communication.  Because of the high correlation between low numbers of internet users and 

low levels of democracy, this explanation seems particularly plausible in situations where the origin 

country is a non-democracy.  Second, these findings could suggest that the population in the origin 

country is not the terrorists’ publicity target.  If terrorists really seek publicity with some other audience, 

then, consistent with these findings, the number of internet users in the origin country would not exert a 

significant effect on the probability that two countries would participate in a terrorist attack.  

 

7.1.4 Control Variables 

 Characteristics influencing the likelihood that a country would serve as a host for a terrorist attack 

included Gini income inequality, the country’s population and population density, GDP per capita, the 

country’s involvement in international conflict, and the number of attacks in the country in previous 

years. 

                                                
20 “Figure 7.3” refers to the third column of Figure 7.   
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Gini income inequality exerted a marginally significant, positive effect on the likelihood that a 

country would serve as the host of a terrorist attack in the full sample (Figure 7) but became insignificant 

when limited to the sub-sample of different host and origin countries.  (Figure 8.) In the full sample, 

countries experiencing higher levels of income inequality were more likely to experience terrorist attacks 

than countries with lower levels of income inequality: a ten point increase in the Gini  index (signifying 

higher levels of inequality) results in a 0.06 percentage point increase in the probability that the country 

will serve as a host in a terrorist attack.  (Figure 7.3.)  Because the full sample includes instances where 

the host and origin are the same country, the change in significance of the Gini index suggests that 

income inequality could play a prominent role in terrorists’ decisions to wage an attack within their own 

country of origin.  Future research could explore this relationship more thoroughly.   

 As expected, the country’s population exerted a highly significant, positive effect on the 

likelihood of serving as a host country in a terrorist incident.  (Figures 7 and 8.)  The larger a country’s 

population, the more likely that country will serve as host for a terrorist attack because larger countries 

offer both more potential targets of terrorism within the country and more potential terrorists.  In contrast, 

population density unexpectedly exerted a significant (though extremely small in substance) negative 

effect on the likelihood that a country would participate in a terrorist attack as a host.  (Figure 7.)    

 Consistent with previous studies (Krueger and Laitin 2008; Li 2005), GDP per capita exerted a 

highly significant positive effect on the likelihood of participating in a terrorist attack as a host country.  

(Figures 7 and 8.)  The richer a country, the more likely a terrorist incident will occur in that country.   

 Similarly, a country’s participation in international conflict, both as an intervenor and as a main 

party in the conflict, increased the likelihood that a terrorist incident would occur in that country.  

(Figures 7 and 8.)  If the country intervened in armed conflict, the probability of experiencing a terrorist 

attack as a host increased by 0.084 percentage points while participation in an armed conflict as a main 

party increased the probability of serving as a host country by 0.17 percentage points.  (Figure 7.3.) 

 Finally, the number of terrorist incidents occurring in the country in the previous two years 

exerted a significant, positive effect on the probability that the country would serve as a host in a terrorist 
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incident.  (Figures 7 and 8.)  Consistent with previous studies, countries hosting terrorist incidents in the 

past were more likely to serve as host countries in terrorist incidents, probably because the presence of 

previous terrorist operations in a country minimizes “start-up” costs associated with waging another 

terrorist event in the future. 

  

 Characteristics influencing the likelihood that a country would participate in a terrorist incident as 

an origin country included trade, population, GDP per capita, the country’s participation in international 

conflict, and the number of attacks originating from that country in the previous two years. 

 As expected, the origin country’s level of trade exerted a negative, highly significant effect on the 

likelihood that the country would participate in a terrorist incident as the origin country.  (Figures 7 and 

8.)  The substantive effect of trade, though, was rather small.  (Figure 7.3.)  Consistent with Kurrild-

Klitgaard (2006), countries that participated more actively in international trade were less likely to 

participate in a terrorist incident country as an origin country. 

 Interestingly, GDP per capita exerted a positive effect on a country’s participation in a terrorist 

incident as an origin country, indicating that terrorists were more likely to originate from richer countries.  

(Figures 7 and 8.)  This finding conflicts with Blomberg and Hess (2008), which concluded that higher 

GDP per capita reduced the likelihood of terrorists originating from a country, but is consistent with 

Kurrild-Klitgaard (2006), which found a positive, though insignificant, relationship between GDP per 

capita and origin country. 

 A country’s involvement in international conflicts, both as an intervenor and as a main party to 

the conflict, increases the likelihood that a country will participate in a terrorist attack as an origin 

country.  (Figures 7 and 8.)  Additionally, the number of terrorists originating from the country in 

previous years also possesses a significant, positive relationship with the likelihood that the country will 

serve as the origin country in a terrorist incident.  (Figures 7 and 8.)   
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 Several characteristics unique to each host-origin country pair also significantly impacted the 

likelihood that the two countries would be involved in a terrorist attack.  When the host and origin 

countries are different, countries that share a contiguous border are more likely to participate in a terrorist 

incident.  (Figure 8.)  Similarly, as the distance between the two countries increases, the likelihood that 

the two countries will participate in a terrorist incident decreases.  (Figures 7 and 8.)  Finally, when the 

host and origin countries are different, if the two countries share a common language, the probability that 

the two countries will participate in a terrorist incident will increase.  (Figure 8.)   

 

7.2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HOST AND TARGET COUNTRIES 

 Like the host-origin model, the democracy level of the host country exerted a significant effect in 

the host-target model, but the democracy level of the target country did not.  Unlike the host-origin 

model, however, the specific instance of a non-democratic target being attacked in a democratic host did 

exert a significant impact beyond the independent effects of the democracy level in each individual 

country.  Finally, the number of internet users in the target country only exerted a significant effect when 

the sample of the model was limited to country-pairs involving different host and target countries.   

Figure 10: Host-Target Gravity Model: Full Sample 

Variable 1: Base Model PROBIT 2: Export PROBIT 3: Interaction OLS 

Export  .174*** 

(.053) 

.0021*** 

(.0004) 

Export/Target Internet Users 

Interaction 

  -.00002 

(.00003) 

HOST COUNTRY    

Democracy .212*** 

(.041) 

.231*** 

(.041) 

.0026*** 

(.0004) 

Democracy Square -.031*** 

(.005) 

-.035*** 

(.006) 

-.0003*** 

(.00005) 

Internet Users/100 -.0045*** 

(.0017) 

-.004** 

(.002) 

-1.18 x 10-6† 

(.00001) 

Trade .0004† 

(.0004) 

.0003† 

(.0004) 

2.95 x 10-6† 

(3.06 x 10-6) 

Gini Index .0045**† 

(.0021) 

.005**† 

(.002) 

.00004**† 

(.00002) 

Population .143***† 

(.011) 

.143***† 

(.011) 

.0007***† 

(.00009) 

Population Density -.00009**† 

(.00005) 

-.0001**† 

(.00004) 

-4.17 x 10-7*† 

(2.53 x 10-7) 

Regime Durability -.0011* 

(.0006) 

-.001* 

(.001) 

-5.02 x 10-6 

(4.83 x 10-6) 
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GDP per capita .084***† 

(.016) 

.082***† 

(.016) 

.0005***† 

(.0001) 

Revenue .0015 

(.0022) 

.001 

(.002) 

.00001 

(.00002) 

Military Expenditures .0018 

(.0022) 

.002 

(.002) 

-.00002 

(.00002) 

Conflict Intervenor .123*** 

(.043) 

.128*** 

(.043) 

.0007* 

(.0004) 

Conflict Party .456*** 

(.028) 

.457*** 

(.028) 

.0052*** 

(.0003) 

Attacks (year-1) .0088*** 

(.0007) 

.009*** 

(.001) 

.0007*** 

(.00002) 

Attacks (year-2) .0024*** 

(.0009) 

.002*** 

(.001) 

.00006*** 

(.00002) 

TARGET COUNTRY    

Democracy .078 

(.048) 

.064 

(.049) 

.0008** 

(.0004) 

Democracy Square -.0068 

(.0061) 

-.004 

(.006) 

-.00003 

(.00005) 

Internet Users/100 .0021 
(.0013) 

.002 
(.001) 

-.00002† 
(.00001) 

Trade -.0001 

(.0005) 

-.0001 

(.0004) 

3.66 x 10-6 

(3.09 x 10-6) 

Gini Index .0055**† 

(.0023) 

.005**† 

(.002) 

.00004**† 

(.00002) 

Population .280***† 

(.013) 

.281***† 

(.013) 

.0012***† 

(.00009) 

Population Density -.00005† 

(.00005) 

-.0001† 

(.00004) 

-3.66 x 10-7† 

(2.56 x 10-7) 

Regime Durability .0026*** 

(.0005) 

.003*** 

(.0004) 

.00006*** 

(5.22 x 10-6) 

GDP per capita .152***† 

(.018) 

.154***†
 

(.018) 

.0003** 

(.0001) 

Revenue .0028 

(.0023) 

.003 

(.002) 

.00002† 

(.00002) 

Military Expenditures .0025 

(.0024) 

.003 

(.002) 

.00006*** 

(.00002) 

Conflict Intervenor  .171*** 

(.041) 

.170*** 

(.041) 

.0010*** 

(.0004) 

Conflict Party .163*** 

(.033) 

.162*** 

(.033) 

.0006** 

(.0003) 

Attacks (year-1) .0025** 
(.0011) 

.003** 
(.001) 

.0009*** 
(.00003) 

Attacks (year-2) .0031*** 

(.0008) 

.003*** 

(.001) 

.0007*** 

(.00002) 

BINARY VARIABLES    

Contiguous Border -.068 

(.045) 

-.069 

(.045) 

.0038*** 

(.0007) 

Common Language .119*** 

(.032) 

.118*** 

(.032) 

-.0001 

(.0003) 

Distance  -.430*** 

(.012) 

-.439*** 

(.013) 

-.0054*** 

(.0002) 

N 379,215 379,215 379,215 

Figure 10: Gravity models including characteristics of the host and target countries for the full sample.  * - 

significant at p=.1; ** - significant at p=.05; *** significant at p=.01; † - missing values significant at p=.05. 
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Figure 11: Host-Target Gravity Model: Different Host and Target Countries 

Variable 1: Base Model PROBIT 2: Export PROBIT 3: Interaction OLS 

Export  .289*** 

(.055) 

.0031*** 

(.0004) 

Export/Target Internet Users 

Interaction 

  -.00003 

(.00003) 

HOST COUNTRY    

Democracy .223*** 

(.043) 

.258*** 

(.044) 

.0022*** 

(.0003) 

Democracy Square -.032*** 
(.006) 

-.039*** 
(.006) 

-.0003*** 
(.00004) 

Internet Users/100 -.0031 

(.0019) 

-.002 

(.002) 

.00001 

(.00001) 

Trade .0004 

(.0005) 

.0004 

(.0005) 

2.75 x 10-6† 

(2.82 x 10-6) 

Gini Index .0033† 

(.0022) 

.004*† 

(.002) 

.00001 

(.00002) 

Population .126***† 

(.012) 

.126***† 

(.012) 

.0005***† 

(.00008) 

Population Density -.00005† 

(.00004) 

-.0001† 

(.00005) 

-3.15 x 10-7† 

(2.34 x 10-7) 

Regime Durability -.0015** 

(.0006) 

-.001** 

(.001) 

-.00001 

(4.47 x 10-6) 

GDP per capita .074***† 

(.017) 

.070***† 

(.017) 

.0003† 

(.0001) 

Revenue .0012 

(.0024) 

.001 

(.002) 

-2.72 x 10-6 

(.00002) 

Military Expenditures .0007 

(.0024) 

.0002 

(.002) 

-.00003 

(.00002) 

Conflict Intervenor .114** 

(.046) 

.122*** 

(.046) 

.0005 

(.0003) 

Conflict Party .478*** 

(.030) 

.480*** 

(.030) 

.0046*** 

(.0003) 

Attacks (year-1) .0092*** 

(.0007) 

.009*** 

(.001) 

.0006*** 

(.00002) 

Attacks (year-2) .0023** 

(.0009) 

.002** 

(.001) 

.00003*** 

(.00002) 

TARGET COUNTRY    

Democracy .104* 

(.053) 

.084 

(.053) 

.0002 

(.0003) 

Democracy Square -.0081 

(.0067) 

-.004 

(.007) 

.00004 

(.00004) 

Internet Users/100 .0032** 

(.0014) 

.003** 

(.001) 

-9.08 x 10-6† 

(.00001) 

Trade -.0002 

(.0005) 

-.0002 

(.001) 

4.21 x 10-6 

(2.85 x 10-6) 

Gini Index .0058**† 

(.0025) 

.006**† 

(.003) 

8.06 x 10-6† 

(.00001) 

Population .272***† 

(.014) 

.273***† 

(.014) 

.0009***† 

(.00008) 

Population Density .00001† 

(.00004) 

.00001† 

(.00004) 

-2.57 x 10-7† 

(2.37 x 10-7) 

Regime Durability .0023*** 

(.0005) 

.002*** 

(.0004) 

.00005*** 

(4.82 x 10-6) 

GDP per capita .135***† 

(.019) 

.137***† 

(.019) 

.00007 

(.0001) 
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Revenue .0018 

(.0024) 

.002 

(.002) 

.00001† 

(.00002) 

Military Expenditures .0023 

(.0026) 

.003 

(.003) 

.00006*** 

(.00002) 

Conflict Intervenor  .164*** 

(.044) 

.162*** 

(.044) 

.0009** 

(.0003) 

Conflict Party .156*** 

(.036) 

.154*** 

(.036) 

.00002 

(.0003) 

Attacks (year-1) .0026** 

(.0011) 

.003** 

(.001) 

.0009*** 

(.00003) 

Attacks (year-2) .0030*** 

(.0008) 

.003*** 

(.001) 

.0007*** 

(.00002) 

BINARY VARIABLES    

Contiguous Border .347*** 

(.052) 

.358*** 

(.053) 

.012*** 

(.0007) 

Common Language .253*** 

(.034) 

.256*** 

(.034) 

.0023*** 

(.0003) 

Distance  -.198*** 

(.020) 

-.207*** 

(.020) 

-.0011*** 

(.0002) 

N 379,215 379,215 379,215 

Figure 11: Gravity models including characteristics of the host and target countries for the sub-sample 
consisting of different host and target countries.  * - significant at p=.1; ** - significant at p=.05; *** 

significant at p=.01; † - missing values significant at p=.05 

 

7.2.1 Democracy 

 Like the host-origin gravity model, the democracy level of the host country exhibited a highly 

significant, parabola-shaped effect on the probability that a country will participate in a terrorist attack as 

a host country.  (Figures 10 and 11.)   

In contrast, the effect of the target democracy level was generally insignificant (Figures 10 and 

11),
21

 suggesting that characteristics other than the level of democracy drive terrorists’ choice of target.  

Although few studies have defined the target of terrorism with respect to the nationality of the victim,
22

 

this result is consistent with the findings of Krueger and Laitin (2008), who found that civil liberties had a 

small, insignificant positive effect on the likelihood that a country would participate in a terrorist attack as 

a target.   

                                                
21 Only in the Base model for the sub-sample of countries with different host and target countries did the democracy 

level of the target country exert a marginally significant effect.  (Figure 11.1.) 
22 Most studies define the terrorist target as the country in which the attack occurred, which this study defines as the 

host. 
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The continued significance of the level of democracy in the host country combined with the 

insignificance of the democracy level of the target country suggests, contrary to Savun and Phillips 

(2009), that the level of democracy in the host country remains relevant to terrorists’ decisions regarding 

the location of their attacks.  Where Savun and Phillips assumed a unitary identity between the host 

country and the target country, including the characteristics of both countries in the regression model 

reveals that the democracy level of the host country does impact the probability that a terrorist attack will 

occur.  Instead, the rationale of Savun and Phillips—that countries with activist foreign policies are more 

likely targets of terrorist attacks—should be applied to the target country, rather than the host country.  

Conflict intervention by the target country was highly significant in both the full sample and sub-sample 

models.  (Figures 10 and 11.)  Additionally, conflict intervenor exerted its largest substantive effect when 

it described the target country, increasing the probability that terrorists would target a country by about 

0.1 percentage points.  (Figures 10.3 and 11.3.)  Consequently, intervention by a country increases the 

likelihood that terrorists will target a country for attack while the level of democracy in the host country 

continues to influence the terrorists’ decision of where to wage that attack against the target country. 

 

7.2.2 Export of Terrorism from Non-Democracies to Democracies 

 Comparing the effect of export (from a non-democratic target to a democratic host) to all other 

possible combinations reveals a highly significant, positive effect beyond the independent effect of the 

democracy level in the individual host and target countries.  (Figures 10 and 11.)  Consequently, relative 

to all other possible combinations of host-target country democracy levels, terrorists are more likely to 

wage an attack in a democratic host when targeting a non-democratic country by about 0.2 percentage 

points. (Figure 10.3.)  When the sub-sample is limited to different host and target countries, this effect 

increases to 0.3 percentage points.  (Figure 11.3.)  Consequently, when terrorists attack a non-democratic 

country, they appear more likely to wage that attack on the soil of a democratic host country. 
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7.2.3 Internet Users 

 The number of internet users in the host country only exerted a significant effect in the full 

sample.  (Figure 10.)  Internet users in the host country exerted a significant, negative effect on the 

probability that a country would participate in a terrorist incident as the host country: as the number of 

internet users in the host country increases, the probability that the country will serve as host country for a 

terrorist attack decreases.  The substantive impact of this effect, however, is rather small.  (Figure 10.3.)  

Restricting the sample to countries where the host and target country differ, however, renders the effect of 

internet users in the host country insignificant.  (Figure 11.)   

 In contrast, the number of internet users in the target country is insignificant in the full sample.  

(Figure 10.)  When limited to the sub-sample of different host and target countries, however, the number 

of internet users in the target country becomes significant and exerts a positive effect on the likelihood 

that a country will participate in a terrorist attack as a target: as the number of internet users in the target 

country increases, the likelihood that the country will serve as the target in a terrorist attack increases.  

(Figure 11.)  Consequently, when the target country differs from the host country, an increase in the 

number of internet users in the target country increases the probability that the country will be targeted in 

a terrorist attack.   

 Because internet use in the target country only exerted a significant impact when the target 

populace and the host populace were geographically distinct, terrorists seem to use the internet to 

publicize attacks among a target audience that is geographically separate from the location of the attack.  

When the target audience and the location of the attack are not geographically separate, alternative modes 

of communication, such as word of mouth and the local news media, exist to publicize the attack.  

Interestingly, the effect of internet use was independent of export: the level of internet use in the target 

country did not exert any additional effect in the specific situation of terrorists targeting a non-democratic 

country with a terrorist attack on the soil of a democratic host.  (Figures 10.3 and 11.3.) 
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7.2.4 Control Variables 

 Several control variables influenced the likelihood of a country serving as a target in a terrorist 

attack:
23

 Gini income inequality, population, regime durability, GDP per capita, involvement in 

international conflicts, and being targeted in previous attacks all influenced the likelihood that a country 

would serve as a target in a terrorist attack. 

 Gini income inequality exerted a positive, significant effect on the likelihood that a country 

would be targeted as a terrorist attack.  (Figures 10 and 11.)  As the level of income inequality in the 

country increases, the likelihood that the country would participate in a terrorist attack as a target 

increases as well, though the substantive magnitude of the effect was rather small.  (Figures 10.3 and 

11.3.) 

 Similarly, the population of a country positively influences the likelihood that a country would 

participate in a terrorist incident as a target country.  (Figures 10 and 11.)  The larger the country, the 

more likely the country will experience a terrorist attack as a target.  As expected, GDP per capita also 

positively influenced the likelihood that terrorists will target a particular country.  (Figures 10 and 11.)  

Richer countries were more likely to experience a terrorist attack as a target than poorer countries. 

 A country’s involvement in international armed conflict, both as an intervenor and as a main 

party to the conflict, also increased the likelihood that a country would experience a terrorist attack as a 

target country.  (Figures 10 and 11.)  Participation in a conflict as an intervenor increased the probability 

of a country being targeted in a terrorist attack by about 0.1 percentage points.  (Figure 10.3.)  The 

substantive effect of participation in armed conflict as a main party was much smaller.  (Figure 10.3.)  

Finally, the number of times a country had been targeted in a terrorist attack in the previous two years 

positively and significantly affected the probability that the country would be targeted in a terrorist attack.  

                                                
23 With one exception, the control variables describing the characteristics of the host country exerted the same effect 

in both the host-origin and host-target gravity models.  The one exception was regime durability, which was 

insignificant in the host-origin model, but exerted a negative, significant effect in the host-target gravity model.  

(Figures 10 and 11.) 
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(Figures 10 and 11.)  The more terrorists targeted a country in the previous two years, the more likely that 

country is to participate in the terrorist attack as a target country.  

 

7.3 LIMITATIONS 

 Although the gravity models allow for inclusion in the model of other characteristics of the host 

country, several limitations remain.  First, the dichotomous dependent variable presents some limitations.  

Because terrorist incidents are (thankfully) relatively rare events, the distribution of the dependent 

variable was rather poor: in all models, over 99% of the observations possessed a dependent variable 

equal to zero.  Although each model was statistically significant, the absence of much variation in the 

dependent variable probably accounts for the small substantive effects of many of the independent 

variables.  Excluding some countries from the sample to increase variation within the dependent variable, 

however, could result in selection bias problems to the extent that the countries excluded from the sample 

systematically experience fewer terrorist attacks as a result of the characteristics of that country.  

Exploration of these questions with alternative model specifications, such as a Heckman selection model, 

could account for this bias.
24

  Additionally, coding the dependent variable equal to one if the country 

experienced at least one terrorist attack does not account for the severity and intensity of a country’s 

participation in terrorist attacks.  For example, a country experiencing only one terrorist attack in a year 

likely exhibits different characteristics than a country plagued by sixty or seventy attacks in one year.  

The models, however, treat both countries the same. 

Second, the difficulties of obtaining correct estimates of the interaction effect in PROBIT models 

(Norton et. al. 2004) limit the examination of the effect of democracy solely to the question of whether it 

increases the likelihood that a country will participate in a terrorist incident.  Evaluating how other 

characteristics of the country—such as internet use—interact with democracy to influence the likelihood 

that a country will participate in a terrorist attack proves difficult and is limited to graphical analysis of 

                                                
24 Accounting for the characteristics of both the host and the origin/target country would prove difficult in a 

Heckman selection model, however, because of the dual selection that occurs in a terrorist incident: selection for the 

host country, and selection for the origin/target country. 
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predicted probabilities.  This interaction remains an area for further study, particularly given the 

importance of publicity in gauging the “success” of a terrorist attack and the tight correlation between a 

country’s level of democracy and the ability to disseminate information within that country. 

 Third, the large number of observations in the gravity model datasets made implementation of 

fixed-effects models difficult.  Although regional fixed effects help control for some internal 

characteristics unique to each country, a model including dyadic fixed effects for each country pair could 

alter the results from these models. 

Finally, like any empirical study of terrorism, data availability and quality remain a limitation.  

Much missing data existed regarding the dependent variable.  The origin country was unknown for 984 

terrorist incidents (32.9% of the dataset) over the fifteen-year time period in this study.  The target 

country was unknown in 351 incidents (11.7% of the dataset).  This study also assumes that the 

nationality of the first victim reported in the ITERATE dataset was the terrorists’ intended target country.  

This assumption probably does not hold in every instance of terrorism.  For example, a terrorist attack on 

Country A’s embassy in Country B very likely could result in the death of a citizen from Country B.  If 

ITERATE reports the death of the citizen of Country B as the victim of the terrorist attack, this study 

would erroneously view Country B as the target country despite the terrorist’s clear intention to target 

Country A. 

Underreporting bias presents another problem with the data.  Because the ITERATE dataset 

compiles information about terrorist incidents primarily from the news media, the risk of underreporting 

bias exists in any study examining the relationship between democracy and terrorism: acts of terror 

occurring in non-democratic countries are less likely to receive media attention.  (Drakos 2007; Drakos 

and Gofas 2006a; Drakos and Gofas 2006b.)  Consequently, the ITERATE dataset likely lacks a full 

count of the terrorist incidents occurring over the fifteen-year period of this study, and these missing 

incidents are probably systematically skewed toward incidents occurring in non-democratic countries.  If 

so, the parabolic relationship between host democracy and the predicted probability of attack would be 
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incorrect.  Without such bias, the level of democracy in the host country would probably exert a negative, 

linear effect on the probability of attack. 

Employing a binary dependent variable equal to one if the country participated in at least one 

attack (rather than a dependent variable equal to the full count of terrorist attacks in which the country 

participated) can help minimize underreporting bias.  Despite exercising greater control over the media, a 

non-democratic regime probably cannot suppress publicity of every terrorist incident within its borders, 

resulting in a less biased picture of the types of countries participating in terrorist events.  (Kurrild-

Klitgaard 2006.)  Nevertheless, this approach probably does not completely eliminate underreporting bias.  

Additionally, the binary approach requires an assumption that a country experiencing only a few terrorist 

incidents influences the likelihood of participating in a terrorist attack the same as a country participating 

in many terrorist incidents.  Essentially, this binary approach “loses” the information about a country’s 

participation in terrorism that distinguishes a country participating in only one or two terrorist incidents 

per year from a country that participates in many more terrorist incidents per year.     

 Additionally, missing data existed for several of the independent variables.  Because WDI often 

lacked data regarding internet use, government expenditures, trade, and Gini index for underdeveloped 

countries, and underdeveloped countries are more likely to experience turmoil and terrorism, the 

systematic exclusion of this data could result in bias.  Indicator variables for missing data flag coefficients 

that could be biased because of missing data.  The key variables of interest—democracy and internet 

users—were not plagued by bias resulting from missing data in most of the models in this study, however. 

 

8 CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

 The level of democracy in the host country influences the probability that the country will 

experience a terrorist attack on its soil: intermediate levels of democracy have the highest probability of 

experiencing an attack while both extreme democracies and non-democracies experience lower levels of 

attack.  The democracy levels of the origin and target countries, however, proved insignificant when 

included in bilateral gravity models that also included characteristics of the host country.  The 
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insignificance of democracy in the origin and target countries combined with the significant, positive 

effect of democracy in the host country suggests that the democracy level in the location of the attack 

drives terrorists’ decisions regarding where to wage an attack while the democracy levels of the origin 

and target countries are relatively minor determinants of a country’s participation in a terrorist incident.   

 Additionally, the relationship between democracy in the target country and the host country 

seems more important than the relationship between democracy in the origin and host countries when 

determining whether terrorists export terrorism from non-democracies to democracies.  Compared to all 

other combinations of democracy levels in the host and origin countries, export of terrorism from a non-

democratic origin to a democratic host did not exert any additional effect on the probability that the two 

countries would share a terrorist attack.  In contrast, export from a non-democratic target country to a 

democratic host country yielded a significant, positive effect beyond the independent individual effects of 

the democracy level in each country.  When terrorists wish to target a non-democratic country, they are 

more likely to wage the attack in a democratic host country suggesting that terrorists take advantage of 

the logistical benefits of waging an attack in a democratic country.  Consequently, the characteristics of 

the target country appear to drive terrorists’ decisions regarding the location of their attack, suggesting a 

potential disconnect between the location of the attack and the country terrorists intend to target.   

The fact that the level of internet use in the target country only exerted a significant, positive 

effect in the sub-sample consisting of different host and target countries further supports this conclusion: 

only when terrorists targeted a citizen of one country in another country did the number of internet users 

in the target country exert a positive effect.  Terrorists do seem to rely on the internet to publicize attacks 

among the target audience when waging an attack in a different country that results in a geographical 

separation between the target audience and the location of the attack. 

 These results—which indicate a geographical disconnect between the target country and the host 

country and show some evidence of the export of terrorism from non-democratic target countries to 

democratic host countries—suggest one broad conclusion: the assumption of most terrorism research—

which focuses on the host country—that the host country and the target country are the same requires 
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modification.  Fully understanding terrorism requires analysis of all three actors: the relationship between 

the origin country and the target country determines what countries terrorists will target and the 

relationship between the target country and the host country determines where terrorists will wage those 

attacks.   

Consequently, development of counterterrorist policy requires recognition that terrorists can—

and probably will—target a country outside its borders, particularly if the characteristics of the target 

country make waging a terrorist attack within its borders particularly difficult.  Government officials 

developing a counterterrorist policy must fully examine the relationship between the characteristics of 

their country (the potential target) and other potential host countries where their citizens could come 

under attack.  Additionally, government officials must view their country as a potential host country of 

terrorism targeted at another regime.  In developing counterterrorist policies, government officials must 

recognize how the characteristics of their country interact with the characteristics of potential target 

countries with assets operating within the host country’s borders.  Essentially, governments must 

recognize each of the three roles their country can play in a terrorist attack—a host, an origin, or a target. 

This recognition suggests avenues for future research.  First, few studies have fully examined the 

relationship between the target country and the host country.  Future research could examine the 

proportion of terrorist attacks in which terrorists target countries other than the host country, for example, 

and attempt to describe the amount of terrorism that has been internationalized.  Additionally, this study 

did not explore the relationship between the origin country and the target country, which could form an 

important source of information about what motivates terrorists to attack particular countries.  Most 

literature focuses solely on the origin country or compares the origin country with the host country.  

Because this study demonstrates the export of terrorism from target countries to host countries, future 

studies must compare the characteristics between origin and target countries to provide a more complete 

picture of the characteristics that lead a country to participate in a terrorist attack as an origin country. 

Second, future studies must account for the interaction between the characteristics of the three 

different countries involved in any terrorist incident.  Most literature focuses only on the characteristics of 
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one country.  Even in studies including characteristics of two countries in the model, the studies only 

account for the independent effect of each characteristic, ignoring any interactive effects.  Through the 

development of more advanced statistical techniques that permit interpretation of interaction terms in 

maximum likelihood models, future studies must continue exploring the interaction between the levels of 

democracy in the countries involved.  Additionally, future studies should examine potential interactive 

effects between other characteristics of host, origin, and target countries. 
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